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Vol. 51/No. 3 Sep!ember 17, 1981 
Per-sonnel Change c;mi Student Affairs 
. 
By Robin W_ine . two faculty, one staff and two 
Beginitring in September the student. justices,; in non-
, students. That is an excep- He views his role as a and popular. But I do do my 
position .of Assistant to Vice academic situations there are 
tionally good quality.·· facilitator in that he may bring . homework and I investigate 
President of Student Affair5' three students, one faculty and 
Lamas said that. IC has an up another point of view situations very thoroughly 
intelligent student body who neither party realized. He also before I bring anything up. I 
\ 
was filled by a new member to one staff member. All justices appear active and involved. acts as a mediator when per- . am not a 'yes' man." 
the Ithaca community, Frank vote on the hearings excluding 
Lamas: · The position was Lamas; who is there to bring 
previously held by Abby in aU th·e information, make 
Deloache. sure everything is dealt with 
Lamas will be acting a& fairly and to generally oversee 
"The students I have met have ceptions _ of students (or , All in all, Lamas has an op-
seemed- friendly and the cam- faculty members) may conflict · timistic attitude towards the 
pus has an enthusiastic at- with the perceptions of coming school year and en-
mosphere." another individual. Says courag~s students to contact 
If a student is having a Lamas, "The reason I am here him if they need to talk about 
chairperson _of the ~udicial the process._ 
committee, in addition to Other ·areas Lamas is in-
problem with a faculty mem- is to assist the situation." anything. 
her Lamas suggests students Often it is difficult to.take a Lamas concluded, "I 
working closely with Vice volved in include a number of 
President of Student Affairs, committees, suc:h as 
RichaFd Correnti. He deals Professional Development for 
with both academic and non- Student Affairs and Campus 
academic miscondlJct and is in Life, and administrativ_e 
contact-with faculty members, projects associated with Dick 
students, and residential life to Co_rrenti. , 
try to work it out together. If definite stand on issues viewed welcome student contact. · I 
not he said, "other options in- as controversial. Lamas had a want to be involved in the en-
elude coming to see me. positive attitude towards this tire community. I hope that 
STudents can also go to the and said, '.'1 am 'Yilling to take students will come and ~alk 
Conduct Review Board which a stand on an issue and I have with me because that's what 
are the hearings held through in the past, involving issues I'm here for." 
determine which ·route of ac-· Pre'viously, Lamas was ca-
the judicial system. I think . that have been both unpo 
tion will be taken. ordinator of hou·sing at 
He also works with security Youngstown State University 
and safety and recejves a in Ohio.· H~ received his B.S. 
security report for any action at Potsdam State and later 
that·occurs on campus. worked towards his M.A. at 
According to Lamas, "I try Albany State while working 
to work with students. Our full time at Oneonta State. 
whole judicial system is an Lamas likes ·being in a 
educational system, not a smaller school. He says it is a 
punitive system. We're here to more personal experience; it 
help· develop students and enables him to get to know 
worK with them to modi-ty.. more faculty -and staff and 
their behavior.'' _ work with them more ciosely. 
Lamas conducts· all the Lamas's opinion towards 
judicial hearings for~ the V.P. of Student Affairs, Dick 
college which are run by Correnti, 'is a very positive 
student, faculty and staff orie. Hego,es on to say, "I 
justices. In an academic think he sees a lot of students 
. misconduct hearing there are . and trys to keep in touch with 
oitr boards are very fair and 
objective to both parties in-
volved. Our system gives all 
the options; the student does 
not have to accept what the 
faculty member says.,, 
Lamas seemed to be willing 
to investigate any matters con-
cerning stu~_en~ co_mplain~-~r-,·n" 
He continued; "If a student 
comes to me ,with a complaint, 
whatever it is, I .will discuss it 
with him/her and ask if all the 
various directions have been 
considered. If they have 
followed it through and_ have 
met roadblocks, l will per-
sonally get on the phone and 
talk,. to the person responsible 
for the student's complaint." 
New fa~e§ 00 'New Ideas 
for Dillingham 
By Peeka Bunnell Runyon enjoys his new en-
There has been quite a turn vironment at IC and he is 
around in the Com- receptive· to the students and 
municatio·ns School this year. eager to leai:n about their ·ex-
Kathleen Mahoney, l ur-
merly taught at University of 
Deleware in communications. 
e ·e ce cominued on page 20 There are nine new professors ... P_n_._n_s_. ___________________ _ 
instructing a yariety of courses 
and they come- to Ithaca 
College, with many new con-
cepts and creative ideas._ 
Joining the television-radio 
staff are Deane Ruynyon, 
Kathleen Mahoney, Be'n 
Crane, Chris Outwind, and 
Howard.Cogan. . 
Deane Runyon comes to 
lth~ca from Kings College, 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., where he 
taught production· classes. 
Runyon returns ,we.ekly to the 
Scrant-oil-Wilkes-Barre .area to 
roduce WNEP Sports Even-
s. He has also produced even-
s for professional footbali, 
Stanley Cup Hockey, and CBS 
Sports Spectacular. . · 
Runyon received his masters 
in Education, Educijtion Ad-
ministration· and Radio and 
Tele'vision from. Syracu'se 
University:- He presently 
teach.es -Broadcast Operations; 
Programming· and Promotion 
and Broadcast Journalism. ' .. 
-, 
New §~dent §cholarshlp 
By Joe Halpern Already an Academic Scholarship Committee,· 
A brand new Student headed' by Vice President 
Gove~nment Scholarship can Catlly Smith, has been appoin- -. 
become a reality within the ted to decide on how the 
next month, says Jim Leech,' scholarship money should be 
Student Bocfy President. . handled. They w.m· also up-
Apparently an "unexpec- date a tentative proposal writ-
ted'' surplus of , monies ten by Lis Ash borne last year. 
gathered from the games room Basically; the proposal says 
account provided enough of a that the s~h~larship -will 
base-to support an endowed "recognize our peers who have 
scholarship. According to met the many challenges of· 
Leech, rec room revenues "ex- college life with outstanding· 
ceeded any previous year" and success ... " 
as a result $6,500 has been set All candidates for the 
aside for the scholarship." scholarship, wilt be required to 
- submit an application , along·_ 
with recommendations. Only 
students with GPA's of 3.6 or 
· higher will be considered. 
Leech ui'ged · that -anyone 
that has questions concerning 
the scholarship contact him. 
..__, 
PAR.KIT placed this memorial off Coddington Road where IC studem Tim 
Coyne was killed in an alcohol-related death. 
P~KIT Promotes 
Awareness 
By. Leroy Johnson· 
P ARKIT of Ithaca was started 
by Francis Helmstadter·,whose 
husband and son were killed 
by a·drunk driver on a Sunday 
afternoon. Francis met with 
concerned friends and decided 
to form the group. · 
PARKITtravels to campuses 
around the country to lecture 
on alcohol ·awareness. They 
so try to pass s·ome bills to 
elp curb drunk driving. Mar-
tha Ferger, chairman, said, 
"The level of arrest for drunk 
must inc('.ease. You 
can have strict laws and 
punishment, but there has to 
be examples made to deter 
others." Dr. Gasteiger added, 
the group is not against 
alcohol, but its abuse. 
Dr. Gasteiger, _professor at 
Corne11, said, "Placing aQ 
memorial to preserve the 
memory of a person, or an 
eve·nt is not uncommon. 
People in New Mexico place 
memorials to show a loss of a 
loved one. In this case it is a 
good way .to bring attention to 
drunk drivin . " 
__ ii. 
Page2 {YfTltJi.C~;, 
INQUI,iRh 
" " ~ . ' .... ... .... ._. ;:: 
What did you think of the homecoming weekend festivities? 
John Julian Recreation '85 
I didn't even know anything 
was going on. 
Scott "Chief" Hahn 
Buisiness '83 
I don't know I was in Port 
Charles watching the snow 
storm. 
Alan Ferman Finance '83 
I didn't see any activities ~~t 
the water fountains were 
beautiful. 
Goof Donovan 
Kory Berg History '82 
Truly good picture. 
Voigt was superb. 
John 
Todd Mingo Exploratory '85 
I felt it was a truly in-
vigorating exp~rience. 
Julie Hall Ed. Comm. '85 
The Bombers weren't the 
only ones who got Bpmbed. 
Donovan Myrie T. V .R. '85 Mike Ayala Comm. '84 
The ·only thing out of the 
ordinary was the weather. 
Homecoming weekend was 
fun. It gave me a good excuse 
11ot to do any work. 
THE ITHACAN September 17,198, 
EDITORIAL 
.;- As the school 'year gets underway and routine 
becomes established, it is to be expected that "calls 
for action,, will get less and less attention. Yet, 
read this one, because it· may be one which hits 
closer to home. 
The information about budget cuts floats around 
campuses with some cancer'?_. But, predictions of 
budget cuts never seem to be a,cause for immediate 
alarm. 
If there are any who assume the Reagan ad-
. ministration cuts won't be deep enough to !zurt, 
better reach for the first aid kit. It's going to be 
more than surface scratches before.Reagan puts his 
hacksaw away. 
So where's the cut? I'm afraid he got us right in 
the Social Security. With the passage of the Om-
nibus Reconciliation Bill, Social Security benefits 
were eliminated for new college students as of 
August 1982 and will be phased out for current 
students over the next four years. 
If the cut hasn't got you wincing with pain at the 
thought of losing Social Security benijits, you are 
fortunate. It is unfortunate that it will affect a 
large number of students at IC as well as across the 
country. 
What the bill passage, really means is that 
children of deceased or· retired workers will no 
longer receive payments wizen they attend college. 
Students who now receive funds will not receive 
checks during the summer months and payments 
made to students already receiving benefits will 
decrease by 25 percent until they reach age 22 or 
graduate from college. 
High school students who would have been en-
titled to college benefits for next year will not 
receive any funds to help pay for college. 
That's the cut. Perhaps it will be painful enough 
to get some response. A letter to a congressperson 
may seem like a poor attempt to put a band-aid on 
a gash, but it may be the only way to prevent 
bleeding to death. And it's a safe bet that Reagan 
has not put away his saw. 
Correction: In regard to last week's article. 
The new building being constructed on campus will be used for 
both the school of business 'and the school of allied health. 
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, O_pEds & Letters f1 
Transfers Have· 
itTo{!gh Dear IC l!llllt ommun1 .. !~ El 0 
f To the Editor: 
I'd like to address this letter 
to all of you upperclassmen 
who feel sorry for the fresh-
man, who are just starting to 
, get used to life at lthaca 
College and_ all the problems 
of learning how to fit in. 
Please - save a little sympathy 
for that select gro,...up of studen-
H wcomeyou,f_ lks 
,. ts who are -worse off than the 
freshmen - us transfer studen-
ts. T~ansfers are also new to 
IC, but we are forced to blend 
in with upperclassmen who 
i have already had t~o years of 
classes together and have for-
med their own little circle o( 
friends~ Not to mention the 
fact that we are forced to find 
off-campus housing which 
tends to isolate us even more 
from the rest of you. So 
'. 
': 
before you go shedding too 
much sympathy for the fresh-
men, save a little kindness to 
the select few of us who are · 
also trying to fit in at IC -
transfer students. 
Tomy Pouliot 
TV-R '83 
What:)s So Funny 
by Phil Morton 
Mutant University or It was recently discovered at 
Rock Lobster goes to college 'the University of Stillwater, I j by Baba Maybe Ras Baba ~~~a;:.~as, t~hat r~~e. 1::! 
'r .: I was going to write this day "Ramapithicus" 50,000 years 
about something else, but I ago in the hills o( Africa. Af-
changed my mind. I quess it's ter closer study it was shown 
a satirists· perogative. I was that it was actually Stan 
d~ming in class today Ramapithicus, co-owner of 
: and my professor said, '"One one of the health food co-ops 
:: of my colleagues says that down there. 
Ithaca Co!lege is considering We don't know why early 
its students and faculty, man ran, though we do know 
"Mutant U.". there were several reasons, 
Needless to say, I was jerked because of all the different 
out of my mindless min- sneaker styles we found. 
dlessness· and it a!I became "The fossils of the shorts 
: . very clear. I mean, think _ and head bands threw us," 
: ) abouC your friends, and the - says Arnold Fitztyper, "but 
:1 people who aren't your ~rien- after finding the vitamin bot-
: ds, and_ then put them all m the ties we knew what we were 
: I same institution, pretty dealing with." The question 
:\ strange huh? This school has now is who is Arnold Fit-
:: people that are trying to break ztyper? Man has been running 
out of one mold and jump into ever since, time out for meals 
another, or just (!_Ut of one, or of course. 
into one, or whatever. We got In Roman times everyone 
closet jocks, outspoken was trying to remember all the 
queers, lutent hell's angels and declensions in Latin so they 
suicidal romanticists, and could talk, and had to leave 
thats just me; I haven't gotten running to the Olympian 
around to really categorize athletes. These guys would 
what my my friends are like. take their- peds and run several 
Well- whateyer this school miles, but who _cares their 
has, we have a lot of it. We ·. language is dead anyway. 
: may not all be very inter ·~nt In the Dark Ages running, 
or creative artistic, but - .:er- too, came to a standstill, as 
tainly are somethin: And everyone kept running - into 
something that surprtses me things. Everyone prayed for 
most is that some of,us here at light. 
: I.e. seem .to think ourselves Then during the Middle 
: inferior to the guys on the next Ages rurming caught on with 
: hill over. · - the noblesm and everyone was 
• I ,_think that the only thin out in their armor going once 
~- _that the Bid Red can boast of ~around the castle. This led to 
: is they, by and large, have the creation of motes which 
more stude11ts than us. But became even more popular 
w_ho wants to be a student; be than _ running. Thinking1 
dtffer~n~, be a mutant. Think quickly, .the nobles put a tax'. 
about tt. - on running and tried to show 
.. ~. d at on,. rite? 
Ithaca Staff 
About Studen1t Humor? 
the Serfs what they were 
missing. The Serfs wanted no 
part of it because their yoga 
classes took up too much time 
as it was. 
So for several hundred years 
running became a lost art 
taught only to those going for 
their Masters in ·~ass 
Psychosis." 
With the advent 
Renaissance people 
painting on sneakers 
of the 
began 
because 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
-COLLEGE 
' !J 
\ 
there wasn't enough canvas to 'fff._,f,.'.,.,, .. _.-:,\ 
go around. These people :t 
would run in single file, 11:..~ 
creating the -double yellow line : -
we are so familiar with today. 
As for modern times, run-
ning is an efficient economic 
activity. Not only does it wear f, 1 , 
down pavement, but it also ~k . 
wears down sneakers, knees, · 
backs, and nearby reservoirs. 
My conclusion? You can't 
run away from your problems. 
YOU ARE INVITED 
SEPTEMBER 17 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Jo~ Room, 7-8 pm 
SLPTEMBER 23 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union.Job Room, 7-8 :pm 
OCTOBER 1 
LONDON CENTER PARTY 
Union Dining Hall, 8:"30 pm 
Chat vi th former 
London students. 
Slides, Snacks, Beer. 
I.D. Ca.rd Required. 
COME BY THE OFFICE,ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
274-3306 
Applications Due October 
I 
11. 
-- ,._ .... ~ .......... -.,_ .,. .• ....,. -.--v,.:,,....--... ""'('--, ...... ~, ... ~ ~ .... -, ....... -- .. - .. -- .. .._ - \ ,:. 
By Joe H;alpern 
With tht exception of a 
brief break in the weather this 
past weekend, Ithacans have 
been getting more mileage 
, from ~heir umbrellas than they 
bargained for. 
According to Atmospheric 
Science dept. at Cornell 
University, July and August 
produced nearly an inch more 
rainfall in Ithaca than the 
same two months last year. 
For professors and students at 
IC, that figure does_ not come 
near to tallying up their 
frustration. 
''The weather around here 
makes me very cranky," 
responded fourth year student 
Ellen Friedlander. 
According to Chris Rutken, 
'82, "The weather can be very 
-·, .... 
depressing.'' 
-What Chris and Ellen 
probably do not know is that 
Ithaca receives less rain than 
the average for the rest of New 
York. From 1931 to 1977, 
Cornell's Atmospheric Science 
department has been keeping 
records of the average rainfall 
in and around the state. They 
conclude that approximately 
39.13 inches of rain fell on NY 
state soil every year, during 
the time the report was kept. 
Compare that to the 31.35 in-
ches which Ithaca received in 
1980 and the difference 
becomes over seven and a half 
inches. 
Still you cannot convince 
the IC community they are 
lucky, and when the weather 
turns for the worse, as it 
,' 
\ r ,... , .. f' :: ,.. • .,. :, ,. I 
THE ITHACAN 
usually does around here, it's 
the students who are the most 
vocal. "The weather is not 
__ condusive to studying,,, said 
Joan Viviari, '82, last week. 
And perhaps she was right. 
A few studies have been 
published concerning the topic 
of weather and the effects it 
may have on us all. "Com-
.'. ;· ' . \ , .. ,, ,·'" ·~. - ;.. 
September p, 198l 
/, 
mon Stocks And Business ~ --:. - . 
'.!ttf it'.if l ;t:~[$;; r-·= ... __;=•!!!~ '~~~~::;,:,;:1;:~.:-~-;:'. : I ' 
the weather? - As Samuel : -· ·· I ; 
Johnson, a leading English Asu11ny!Ccampus-11otveryfamiliar. ·:~ 
author, once wrote: "Our i============================ 't'.' dispositions too frequently 
change with the color of the 
sky." 
i '~ §eniorn IFace Change 1 ·:_ 
By Amy Tokarz 
TmntoJr pr([])gram f ([b:rr m & A §ffldeIDllt§ "Do you know where your going to ... 
pressure as when I was a\ :;,:. 
freshman". · 1 Y 
Some of the less enthusiastic!' ., · 
answers were, "By the time, :,1,. May arrives, I'll be over-ready: -to leave Ithaca." One senior! , 
finance major mentioned,[ ;j 
"I've had enough. It seem~: ·-1 
like I've done everything there! } 
is to do." ! '.] 
by Keith Strycula 
Students enrolled in 
business and accounting cour-
ses can expect much needed 
help, as the new president of 
the Business and Accounting 
Club UJJVeils an extensive 
tutoring program for accoun-
ting, management, and finan-
ce majors. 
Newly elected president 
Jamie Marx, a senior accoun-
ting major and award winning 
scholar, recently announced in 
an exclusive interview that 
business and accounting 
majors will be provided with 
the opportunity to take advan-
tage of the club's new and 
comprehensive tutoring 
program. Marx said, 
"business students, especially 
those in accounting courses, 
have needed a program of this 
type for a long time.'' 
According to Marx, 
qualified tutors will be selected 
from the 47 member .Business 
and Accqunting Club. Marx 
speculates, "the sessions will 
most likely be held weekly, 
7:30 to 9:00 p.m. on thur-
sdays." 
Marx is also very en-
thusiastic about other B & A 
Club projects. According to 
Marx, "the Business and Ac-
counting club will do more, . 
with less talk, than the 
Marketing Club and Invest-
ment Club combines." 
To back his words, Marx 
disclosed the first in a series of 
quest speakers; In late Oc-
tober, the prestigious senior 
partner D. Ruzinsky, from Big 
Eight public accountinf firm 
Touche Ross, will speak 
before interested students on a -
number of subjects. 
"It will be a unique year," 
adds Marx, who will be aided 
this year by competant majors 
and fellow officers Art De 
Dominicis 'Bi (Vice President) 
Helene altman '83 (Secretary) 
and Hillard Tepper '82 (Senior 
Treasurer). , ' 
Dance Workshop Continues 
By Diane Vaccaro 
The past two weeks have 
proved to be quite a success 
for those classes who have 
welcomed the talents and 
discussions of Ali Abdullah. 
Abdullah is an in-residence 
guest artist/lecturer who still 
has two weeks left to the inter-
disciplinary workshop on 
West African dance. 
Last week, Abdullah ap-
peared in Anne Brous' In-
troduction to Sociology class. 
Brous said that since it was the 
beginning of the semester, she 
was unsure how the class 
would react to Abdullah 's 
presentation. 
However, Brous later said 
that "the students were very 
receptive to the lec-
ture/demonstration." She 
went on to add "the program 
was very_ successful aild both 
herself and the students were 
pleased with the class 
session .. " 
Observers are invited to the 
Dance Circle Studio (above 
Miller's on East State Street) 
to watch the master class 
sessions on 9/19 - 9/20, 9/26 -
27, and 10/3 from 3:30 - 5:30 
p.m. Abdullah, accompanied 
by Vieux Diop, a West African 
drummer, conducts a session 
on movement in dance. 
Besides the master classes, 
you can catch Abdullah at one 
of the informal lectures he will 
be·-1eading on 9/t7 and 9/29 
from 8:30 - 10:00. He will -be 
joined by Tamba Borma. an 
cominued 011 page 20 
'Jo you like the things that life 
s showing you... -
Where are you going to, do 
you know?" 
--"Theme from 'Mahogany'" 
Being a senior involves 
feelings of certainty and un-
certainty. After four years, 
you're certain where down-
town is, and the tuesday/thur-
sday classes·are too'Iong. The 
•mcertainty lies in the future. 
~,eniors begin to ponder, the 
,;mpending changes in their 
rives. 
Seniors will soon be struck 
with freshman status once 
again. One senior sociology 
major stated, ' "there is a 
feeling of pending doom''. 
· It is frightening to be con-
tinually asked, "What are you 
going to do when you 
graduate?" This is a difficult 
question to answer. If we only 
had the wisdom to foretell the 
future, it would be easier to 
deal with the evident mixed set 
· of emotions among seniors. 
I received a variety of an-
I swers when asking seniors 
i what it feels like to be at 
, Ithaca College for four years. 
1 Some of the more positive 
responses included, "I feel so 
much more comfortable 
here", "I don't worry about 
what other people think of me; 
there isn't that same .peer 
Senior class president, Billi ':~ 
Meinel, will disagree thatil;~ 
seniors haven't done all there: I~~ 
is.to do. Bill,. as well as mam:·--~ ,., 
involved seniors, are concen-i \~ 
tratin~ their efforts _toward\ /l 
planning several senior ac-[ -~ 
tivities. The senior class i, :J 
working on fundraising even-! J 
ts, all geared toward making?! ~i 
!~e l ?82 Senior Week th~ best 1 ,1 1magmable. , :~ 
Seniors can also r,eceivcl fi 
support from the Career' Plan-; >~1 
ning Center. It can be in-\ J 
timidating to walk in after: -:~ 
four years, but very worth-: :1; 
while. The Career Planning ·:~ 
Center provides extensive ser- 1 ) j 
vices related to job search, ! : 
resu~e writing, and interview 1 \ :; 
techniques. · f . 
So have no fear, senior year
1
1 :_ 
is here! When you see studen-· --~ 
ts in class without a notebook,, -; 
or in front of the Union! , ; 
playing frisbee from l :00 to· _ -;/ 
4:00, don't be afraid to ask\ .'.: 
them where the bookstore is - 1 ;; 
they will know because they're: J 
• J.~ seniors. 
HOUSE OF SHALIMAR 
Campus Jobs Are ILimited 
Pyrom1dMoll, TheCommons 
273- 79::P 257-Z222 
by Chris Rutken 
Student jobseekers may be 
disappointed when looking for 
employment at I C this year. 
At this point ti).ere are no 
jobs open on campus, accor-
ding to Jan Klotz, Financial 
Aid Director. Klots said there, 
is a "limited amount of mony 
available for on campus - job-
s" and outlines two main 
- reasons for this. 
The greatest factor at-
tributed to the lack of job 
openings is because the 
Health, Education and 
Welfare (HEW) branch of the 
government has been 
drastically hit by the Reagan 
Budget cuts and also some o( 
Carter's cuts before he left of-
fice .. ' 
I C will still receive 80 per-
cent of wages for on campus 
jobs, (the same amount collec-
t:;_d two years -ago) but this 
does not account for the con·-
tinuing rise of inflation. -
Ultimately, I C cannot afford 
to give jobs to all the students 
who want or need them. 
Klotz pointed out an "in_.·-
crease in competition for 
jobs" which has made jobs 
scarce. The food service 
· makes up the bulk of the 
student ·employment 
availabilities on campus. · 
Klotz S"'"~ "this year food 
service jou., are locked up.'' -f 
Students hustled for these --,. 
jobs when the minimum wage 
on campus went up from $2.75 
per hour to $3.35 in January, 
1981'. As Klotz states, "it's 
simple economics." 
-f The LIVER~ ,.. 
. 
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H.oniec9ming Celebrated 
. ~ 
Campus Wide 
( 
By Beth Hoffman 
.. 
Whether you go to see the 
IC Bombers play every satur-
day or not, you can always 
take· advantage of the 
numerous activities that go on 
in light of the ·game. From 
-early saturday morning until 
late at night, the celebrations 
go -on - regardless, of course, 
to whether the Bombers. win or 
lose. 
miss_ed the party you may have 
still heard th'! music of the live· 
Dixieland band blaring from 
the tent right outside the fence 
of the football field. 
If you did not have enough 
to drink friday night, you 
could have gone to Eastman's 
happy-hour at the ungodly 
hour of 1 J :30 a.m. An 
unusual combination of 
screwdrivers and doughnuts 
were the refreshments served 
to anyone that had the will to 
get out of bed before twelve 
o'clock on a saturday mor-
ning. The party was not too 
succe!'sful, possibly due to the 
US Open drawing more atten-
tion than anything else. 
It did not seem to -matter 
that the Bombers lost the 
homecoming game to Albany 
17 to 7. The partying con-
tinued. The happy hour on 
the second floor of the West 
Tower offerred everything 
from a keg to various mixed 
drinks and the Rolling Stones. 
The lounge was filled with par-
tiers, Bomber ·rans, and the 
lik~. If there were any sorro;,s 
present, they were drowned by 
7:30p.m. 
get them down. 
Bomber games are not just 
for football fans or even for 
the highly team-spirited. They 
are a great way to'-plan your 
weekend (if you are not as tied 
down with your work as you 
should be). \ Hopefully, next 
week IC will be celebrating a 
victory! 
AS,.tATlt 
GA-~DEN 
[Rt~$TAYRANI] Back by popular demand, in honor · of our .. homecoming 
weekend, the Ithaca College 
Alumni Association sponsored 
a chicken barbeque for all who 
wished to ,attend. · If you 
Downtown, The Haunt 
celebrated with the "Bomber . 
Party" and had a weekly pit-
cher specials. The bar was 
filled with dedicated ICer's 
that would not let a small loss 
CJ, ine-;e A m,·rifa n Food 
18 W. Stnle Strf>f>f 2 72- 7.150 
Let the Good Times roll at Im Ca! 
Purlgirts Pi33a 
& GIANT Hot 'n .Cold SUBS 
DELIVERED 7NIGH::;M~e;: 
To the Ithaca College Campus! 
GIANT SUBS 
MEDIUM 6 slices HOT co~o 
LARGE 12 slices 
GIANT PARTY SIZE 30 slices Roast Beef 1--~:.:.:.::.:.:...:..:..:.:.:.:..:....;::.:.::.::.. __ _..:..:....;:.;_..:.:..__--i Meatball Charbroiled Pudgieburgers Cheern Steak 
Super Sub' 
Boiled Ham 
Tuna 
Turkey 
Cheese 
Roast Beef PLAIN, OR WITH YOUR CHOICE OF TOPPINGS 
* mushrooms * pepperoni * meat sauce 
* sausage * peppers * onions 
* double cheese 
Ham & Cheese 
Grilled Sausage 
Pepperoni 
Italian Salami 
We'll bring your pizza pip_ing h~t {and subs) to your campus dorm, 
apartment, fraternity or sorority! 
·-. 
~!MUM DELIVERY: ANY PIZZA OR 4 SUBS~OR ANY COMBINATION OF PIZZA AND SUBS I 
Puigi~~s 
Goodlime 
• • 
~131a 
@MIIIIIIIIR •••••• -- ii••••• +MD111Wllt-:,,;J 
/ 272-7600 __ -
• • • • II iD El_mira Rd··~ Ithaca 
~. 
. , 
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Balancing Not So Successful· 
by John Neeson 
Our story Qegins with a bold 
new president standing behind 
the podium screaming of his 
quest for a balanced budget bY' 
'1984. He chants proposals of 
a $45 billion dollar deficit and 
Congress totally psyched for 
the idea, scream back, "We 
could even wing 42.5 billion!!! 
,Then in July Congress came 
back still mspired by tlfe 
revolutionary President, and 
said, "We are even going to 
adopt a 35.2 billion package of 
budget cuts!" And the crnwds 
roared. 
Well guys, what happened? 
It seemed like during all the 
applause yo6 were getting, you 
let those sky-high interest rates 
slip by. Now the fiscal 1982 
deficit is expected to grow 
more than $60 billion and the 
fiscal 1984- deficit is expected 
to go as high as $75 billion. 
Here is where the problem 
lies: Instead of the President 
and the Reagan Ad-
ministration saying, "Hey, .we 
screwed up" they are being 
stubborn and backing their 
, program with the exception or . 
reducing military spending. 
While this does show extreme 
character and confidence on 
President Reagans part, 
backing his program limits his 
choices of i'!lternatives. 
. He has three choices; He 
can l) increase taxes, 2) reduce 
spending and domestic 
programs, or 3) reduce the in-
creases that have been called 
for in militarv soending. 
The first choice is definitely 
out. The President has made 
it .clear that he . wants less 
government intervention, and 
the people are sick of paying 
more and more taxes as well. . 
The second. choice of 
reducing spending and 
domestic program's is another 
candidate for Reagan. This 
would be Reagans style to 
slash more money out of the 
social programs, in fact he has 
already slashed too much. 
President Reagan now prac-
tically faces the same problem 
as Great Britain. Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher 
made deep cuts in social 
programs and had a tight hold 
on the money supply which 
resulted in crushing invest-
ment and productivity. 
The moral of the Thatcher 
story hopefully wiii have some 
impact on President Reagan. 
While the social programs do 
appear to be a little meaty, 
there were . 30 years of 
legislation that went into 
preparation.· 
The point is that some social 
programs are really needed. 
Welfare, for example, is here 
· to stay. As Dr. Low!, a 
political science professor at 
Cornell University, comments 
in this past weeks Sunday New 
York Times, "it is here to 
stay: .. 1t has become a part of 
poverty. It is now embedded in 
our moral structure as well as 
in o.ur habit structure." 
So welfare may have some 
fat to t-rim, but lets not 
dissolve a system which, un-
fortunately, has become a nec-
cissity to many; lets take our 
time with eliminating it. 
CET A is another example 
of a useful social program. 
CET A was a training program 
for the problem employee 
before the program was scrat-
ched. It gave an individual the 
opportunity to learn a skill 
such as machine ship, while 
getting paid for it. 
The participants of the 
program have been members 
in society on welfare and 
unemployment, and· were · 
given a chance,_ by CET~_to 
start ov.er by developing skills 
for them. However, now.they 
are b~ck on the streets with no 
incentive to do any thing but 
stay on welfare where ever 
there is security. ·. 
Rea'~an's "supply-slide" 
economy is supposed to pick 
up the slack from elimination 
of programs like CET A by 
way of the private sector. 
However, without the 
program they will be unskilled 
and disadvantaged, or to put it 
bluntly, at the bottom of the 
priority list for jobs. 
Now that it is evident that 
President Reagan will not 
touch any more socia 
programs, this brings us to his 
third and last alternative--cut-
ting defense spending .. Unfor-
tunately, this will definitely be 
the place of attack. This is un-
fortunate because we are in the 
middle of a military build up 
game with the Soviet Union. 
A reai consideration which 
President Reagan has been 
·avoiding are negotiations with 
Russia! Our current year is 
alreadv oroiected to have 
outlays of $176 billion and by 
1984 228 billion. This is a 
jump of $122 billion dollars 
-cominued_ on page 17 
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-ST·UDENT WORKERS 
We- are lookj_ng · fo.r s-tudents to call 
Alumni on behalf -of the Annual Fun do 
Ilf you are interested _in working . as \a 
phone solicitor and earning some 
money '~hil~ you help the College, 
call the Office of Annual G iv i ~ g~ 
. 
-( 
2 7 4,.-3-841 
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The lthacan's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
I ~_; ' ' 
Ithaca Music-Makers 
IEcdge (City foJr Good Dead 
By Debbie Green Dead. Among the selections 
If you like the Grateful played Friday night were 
Dead, then Edge City is the "Jack Straw", "Till the Mor-
band for you. -Their show last nin' Comes", "Playin' in the 
Friday night at the Nines was a Band", "Mamma Tried", 
real foot-st om pin' crowd "Dark Hallow", "Uncle 
pleaser; not to mention a lot of John's Band", "Ramble on 
fun. There was a big turn-out, Rose", and "China Cat Sun-
with barefeet and Grateful flower" into "I know You 
Dead tee shirts filling up the ~ider{' (by special request). 
dance floor. They also played some Stones, 
Edge City not only plays and quhe a bit of Bromberg 
Dead tunes; they play them and Crosby, Stills, Nash and 
well. They have somehow Young. 
replicated . that special sound The band is comprised of: 
that only the Dead posesses, Jeff Thomas, lead vocals; his 
and are the only band I've brother Dan Thomas, 
'. come inlcontact with that does keyboards and base; Bill 
any justice to the talents of the Cohon on fiddle, mandolin 
Grateful Dead. and base; and Mike Kelly on 
Three-quarters of the · the drums. 
band's repertoire is Grateful The four just moved to 
Ithaca in July and have be.::n 
together for a little over on; 
year. They love the "free ana 
open crowds" here in Ithaca, 
and plan to stay awhile. 
Those of you who have seen 
Edge City might be surprised 
to learn that they have only 
been to one or two Grateful 
Dead concerts. They simply 
study tlie Dead through 
albums, and "try to get inside 
their heads". However 1hey 
do it; it works. 
Edge City will b~ appearing 
at the Rongovian Embassy on 
October 14th, and should be 
playing at other local bars 
before then - so keep your eyes 
and ears open if you're in the 
mood for some "good Dead". 
..------------------------
Blue Monday At The Nm.es · 
By Nancy Fee harmonica by John Binder 
Blue Monday fans got what from Chicago, and on 'the 
they came for monday night at bass, .Curt Rodeheaver from· 
the Nines as the rhythm and Saratoga. 
blues band shook the house. Muddy Waters tunes form 
. Blue Monday· is not only the the basis of the band's 
name of' the four· piece repetoire. They also include 
Chicago blues band, but also some original material along 
the name of a unique show -. with -songs by Willie Dixon, 
presented every other Monday . James Cotton, Sonny Boy 
night at the Nines. Williamson and many other 
. Glenn Davis, leader of the well known artists. 
band, explains it this way: . . Comments from fans in-
"Blue Monday is an idea·_tJ:iat eluded that Blue Monday is "a 
develope_d in Chicago where fun band"-and "a good, fun-
the · house blues band will not damen'tal blues- band-better 
only play, but have· guests than good": The band makes -
from the audience ·sit-in." -. good, clean tempo transitions 
This is precisely what happen- and their adaptation of 
ea Monday night when Rober- traditional blues numberr is 
ta, a· talented singer, and wellexecuted. 
Charlie, a pianist, added a 'Glenn Davis, leader of the 
great ·deal to an already s~c- band said, "We are the only 
cessful'show .. · . band in the area playing blues. 
The Blue · Monday band The music is not as loud as 
consists of the traditional four rock. Those who like the blues 
pieces: · harmonica, drums, now have an opportunity to 
bass, and· rhythm/lead guitar. hear the best." 
Every instrument w~ played The Blue MQnday Ban4 will 
to its p9.tential b,Y the artists.' contirtue to play at the.,Ni.nes 
From Ithaca on the drums is every other monday mght. 
Dave Vaughn on lead guitar, · They .also play at Kelly'~ Dry I Glenn Davis from . ~.hicago, Dock, the. ll.ongo; •nd at 
Bill Coho._n fiddles away 
for · Edge ~ity 
The Duke: Blues 1F or All 
pnvare parties. . Be 'on the 
Jook:out for the Blue Monday· Glen Davis on ''The Blues" 
Band for some real Chicago 
Blues. 
. By Sandy Boverman 
Who is the real king of the 
blues? Is it Muddy Waters? 
B.B. King? How about Duke 
Robillard? Although his style 
·is not as placid, and emotional 
as Muddy Waters, nor as or-
chestrated and flamboyant as 
B.B. Kings, Duke Robillard's 
name should definitely be up 
there with the masters and 
kings of the blues. 
Though his repertoire is not 
entirely original, the Duke and 
bis band put forth a unique 
sound ·that one might call 
"Energetic Dan.cing Blues."· 
Thwanging , the blusiest chor-
ds, and picking the most in-
credible leads, the Duke melts 
his audience into k1;1ee-
, bending, body-swaying drifts 
· of movement all night long. 
Duke Robillard is also a 
visual experience. Strutting 
along with his Stratocaster, 
the -Duke's facial expressions, 
and emotional releases create a 
distinct feeling-throughout the 
· crowd. occasionally playing 
1 his guitar behind his· back, or plucking the strings of his 
. guitar with his teeth, the Duke 
. never ceases to amaze hb 
·. audiences. He is a very 
. smooth, and intimate per-· 
former mixing talent with 
emotion to a perfect blend. \ 
Backing up the blues master 
· last thursday night at the 
Haunt was Rory McLeod on 
bass, Tommy DeQuattro on 1 • ' 
· drums, and a brand new ad-: 
dition to the band, Dick Recd, 
on keyboards. - · 
i - cvnt(nued on next page 
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.... • performed duijng the night 
were "Let Me Love You,. and.· 
"I've Been Sleeping on it'';. 
McLeod plays both electric which will be coming out shor-
and double bass, giving the tly on a single with. Wham 
Jazzherry Ram: An IC Band 
Duke a variety of moving un- •. Records. By Chris Rutked 
dertones to·build on. .Despite the $3 cover charge; Admire~!!. of ·hot fusion 
DeQuattro, formerly· with Duke Robillard always 'gets a gathered a~·The Haunt Sunday 
Jr. Walker and the Allstars, crowd. Ithaca is very for- night to heli\r -Jazzberry Ram ' 
backs the Duke with a steady tunate to have the opportunity play a variety · of jazz· rock 
blues beat. to see and hear Duke songs from. bands in~luding 
Although the keyboardist, Robillard and his oand. He Santana, Greatf ul Dead, 
Dick Reed, cietracts~from the usually makes his way out to Beatles, Steely Dan, and the 
Duke's individual presence by Ithaca once a month. Crusaders. They also added a 
playing some incredible leads Keep your eyes and ears few of their own fusion 
of his own, Reed does ·much open for the Duke's next ap- originals. . 
more good than harm. Giving pearance, and his upcoming The bulk of their repertoire 
the band a whole new twist, single recording. Du_-ke is progressive rock, which is 
Reed, who also used to play Robillard offers blues for all. intermixed with s~me funky 
·with Jr. Walker and the .------~--·--·--'------------
Allstars, adds body and 
fullness to the band's overall 
sound. . 
Steve Brown Trio: · 
' 
The Duke himself, orginates 
from Rhode Island. Playing 
in Roomful of Blues, a 
Boston-based recording band, 
and warming up for B.B. King 
ah, just a few % Duke 
Robillard's accomplishments. 
Touch of Sophistication 
Some of the songs 
r hroughout the night were --
"Don't Treat Me Like That", 
"My Tears", "Give Me All 
The Love You've Got", and 
"Too Hard to Handle". Al~o 
By Sandy Boverman 
Could there be a touch of 
sophistication in downtown 
Ithaca? The Steve Brown Trio 
answers that call, playing last 
Sunday evening at the new 
Kelly's Dry Dock Cafe. A 
very eclectic crowd of friends, 
workers, students, ;tnd 
,_,--
\Ved nesda i1 · niqhrs 6-9 a, 
" " 
'~ooscwooa.Rcstauranr 
business people all gathered at 
the Cafe for a night of jazz. 
The trio. Steve Brown on 
jazz guitar; Chris Gordan on 
both double and.electric bass; 
and Rod Fetter on percussion, 
performs intricate, yet 
relaxing jazz _music., Most of 
the trio's music involves inter-
twining and contrasting ·pat-
terns on bass and guitar' with 
tender, yet pulsating drums 
backing them. 
Jazz is a very interesting 
form of music in that it is 
never stagnant. The trio's 
music is always on-the-move, 
never. resting on any one chord 
or theme. Their music has a 
flowing quality, creating an 
almost symmetrical balance 
between the instruments. 
Steve Brown is currently .an 
Associate Professor at 'Ithaca 
C<;,llege. In his 15th year here, 
Brown has educated- many 
students in the field of jazz, 
including the musicians he 
plays with irrtown. 
---------- --------------------------------------, 
NEED HELP 
WITH-YOUR 
STUDENT LOAN! 
If you've attended college 0n a Guaranteed.Student Loan or 
a :\:ational Direct Studt>nt Loan rr1adc after Octl)ber I. 197 S, t-( i1biJcr 
spL"nding a couple of,years in the Army. 
If you train for certain spesialtics. the g( i\·c?mJr1t'nt will rcle;:ise 
you from 1/3 of your indebtedness(or $1.50(', whichever isgrL·aterlfor 
each year of active duty. 
Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100':o of your Jeht. 
But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment t)ption, 
we 11 still cancel 2/3 of your debt. . 
Plus, you may be eligible for generous educati~)nal inct:nti\'es. 
To find out how to serve your country and get out of deht. call 
the number-below. 
. ARMY. BE ALL vou·CAM BE. 
' I
i' 
I 
I 
i 
_.i 
. *S.F .C.BOB GERRISH 
710W.STATEST.;ITHACA, N.Y: 
TEL.:272-1101 . 
- J I' •. 
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jazz tunes. They d'Q- ,good in- Ginter; sax and flute; aod Jay 
terpretations of popular songs Schneiderman, drums. · 
(from the bands. preyiously Jaz~berry Ram "didn't 
mentioned). . . . really. get out to much" last 
Jazzberry Ram plays with en- year_ as pointed. out by Matt 
thusiasm which is evident by · Papi~h. spokesperson for the 
their stage presence. They barld: Papish !;,aid "we plan to 
play reasonably tight, and go as far as we can in Ithaca,· 
their solos are strong most of and · Sunday night's perfor-
the time. ,, · mance proved that they are 
· The band members, all \C heading in the right direction. 
students, are Matt Papisli, 
1 
· , . -
keyboards; Billy S_okol, Bass; Jay Schneidermann of Jaz: 
Lenny Rieben, guit~r; Kurt zberry Ram · · Jamie Al~der 
Some· o his other· accom-
plishments include touring the 
past two summers in northeast 
Spain, teaching a 2 wee,k 
seminar there in Banyoles, and 
.- recording on his brother Ray's 
album entitled, Full Faith and 
Credit'. Brown is presently 
planning to record with a 
. quartet in November with his 
brother in California. 
Also, coming up soon will 
be a Faculty Jazz Concert. 
Performing along with the trio 
will be Dana Wilson; and 
Gordon Stout. The concert 
will also feature student, Mike 
Steward on percussion. 
Steve Brown, and his Trio 
off er a social, yet reflective, 
and entertaining evening of 
jazz. For a nice, relaxing 
break during the week, hang 
loose with the Steve Brown 
Trio. 
Jly Keith Styrcula 
A $30 License to unt: As a 
recent collegiate publication 
claimed, on many · college 
campuses~ a parking permit is 
Butt Seam Any Size 
lapSeam -, 
Safety Li~er 
Heater. (thermostat) 
Frame 
little more t an a 1cense to ~.>J. 
· hunt. The situation at Ithaca ,~ 
College is no -exception. 1 
_Dozens of students _are repor- iJ 
ting late for classes as they i 
·waste untold time fruitlessly ·-:,: 
searching for the parking 
spaces their permits sup- .t 
posedly entitle them to'. Cars ,,, 
are ticketed for parking on the ·, 
grass, on the sidewalks--even ·· 
'=on Safety & Security's forbid- }i 
~en access road. And all those :'! 
·stud~nts who are · whole- ··i 
heartedely encouraged to ::4 
•"live off 'campus" are now '.~ 
slapped in the face by not 1 
being· able to park anywhere .,.: 
near the classrooms and .i[1 
Egbert Union, alienating them _.:{J 
further from those who do ·\'l 
reside in the dorms. JJ 
Bill Meinel -•s2 happily ii~ 
sounded off ab0ut possible J 
solutions the school should ·i 
consider in alleviating - the L; 
'severe parking crunch. "Tney '-" 
should repaint Qte lines and \: 
assign certain sections of -~ 
parking lots to "Compact :; 
Cars Only." That would ::· 
allow a greater number of ·,; 
vehicles to park." Ricky -::, 
'Steinhaus '82 went one better: " 
_continued on next page 
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Cheers and Jeers continued 
'"They should · repaint. the . 
;lines, period. There's a lot of 
space that could be squeezed 
out of the current lots.'' 
Record Reflection§ 
' Meinel and Steinhaus also 
suggested: . 
I. Tickets and firies to the cars 
that unjustly take . up two 
spaces. 
2.. Cheapen the cost of ob-
taining a parking permit for 
off-cam.pus students. Their 
cars are on Ithaca College 
propehy only half the time. 
3. Utilize the unnecessary 
areas of grass and trees that 
are adjacent to existing lots--
particularly behind· the 
Towers. - . 
Another popular idea is the 
construction of a double tiered 
parking garage somewhere on 
campus. The current problem 
of parking is acute, this expen-
se could certainly be justified 
in drawing up the long-term 
college budget. · 
,.,. 
By Bob Cushing 
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Squeeze-East Side Story **** 
" 
"Woman's· World" could 
be the best song of 1981. And 
I say that only because 
Squeeze's latest album, East 
Side Story, is certainly one of 
the best of this year. Why? 
Well, these guys are simply 
devastating when it comes 
down to performing pure pop 
(for now people). Nick Lowe 
even went so far as to say that 
he couldn't produce them 
because they're so good. 
Golly Nick! How can that be? 
Last year's Argy Bargy 
album was received with pure 
delight as Tilbrook and Dif-
f>y Shawn C. Dunn The bureau of concerts then 
On Saturday, October IO takes the "availabilities" and 
the Ithaca· College Bureau of makes· a decision on which 
Concerts will proudly present group or artist would be the 
Pat Metheny· at· the Strand best to get. Price of the group, 
Theatre. budget feasibility, and .group 
This is not going to be an ar- popularity are a few of the 
tide about Pat Metheny, in- considerations involved in the 
stead this article will try to decision. The de~ision on Pat 
show how the bureau of con- Methany was made during 
certs goes about choosing and August because the bureau 
booking a show. . needs at least one monthe and 
The·bureau of:concerts con- a half to effectively advertise, 
sists of .8 chairperson~ who _get ~rews._toget~er ~qyrepar\! 
· workitO-gether:to pick the con- .. to put.. o_n · the be~t sho\~--
cert· and present · it for the possible, . 
student body. The chairper- After the decision of what· 
sons are: Ellen Youngstein - group to get is made, the 
chairperson of the bureau of chairperson of the bureau of 
· concerts; Leah Ripps - chair- conc~rts go~s back to t~e 
person of media; Steve Lan- booking agent and plac~s a bid 
dry - · chairperson ·of stage . on the. group for the ~1g_ht of 
crew; Craig Pruett ~ chairper- the concert. If the b~d 1s ac-
son of security; Shawn Cunn - cepted then the chairperson 
chairperson of advertising;. proceeds to book the show. If 
Rick Skylar - chairperson of the. bid is n?t -accepted or ~he 
business· Sue Nicoletti • chair- group's pnce goes up the 
person o'f hospitality; Marysue bureau picks a new s~ow and 
Gallicano- assistant to the process starts agam. The 
'hospitality; and Aaron concert _dat is finali~d when 
Leibowiz - chairperson of the cha,irperson receives the 
production. contracts for the show tro_m 
The first step in the decision the booking agent. The I hair-
process is · finding out which · person and the school t~en 
groups or artists are avaifable approve the contracts and sign 
for concerts. This is done by them. 
contacting booking._ agents' In the month or so before 
who give the burea_!I a list of the actual ·concert _date the 
what groups are available, bureau does m<?st of its w_ork. 
when i:hey are touring, and Ticket sales arfJ ticket 
Hey l.,C,,.,oo 
· What's NEW This lFaJlR? 
'~ ' ' 
Come to The 
on--Friday, .Septo 18th 
and FIND OUT._ 
The Answer 
S~onsered by.G~~a Delta Pi 
· · .. · *Starts 9pm, $~ ·admission 
...... 
,existant listening audience in 
the United States. Sad Cafe 
has had a rough career thus 
far; and it's a darn shame too, 
because they are actually very 
good. 
But don't let that stop you 
from buying their latest 
album, cleverly titled Sad 
Cafe. However, let's face 
some facts. Sad Cafe released 
an album way back in 1979 in-
scribed Facades. 
In my book,Facades is a 
completely enjoyable album 
that mixes elements of The 
Stones, 10cc, and yes, even 
The Doobie Brothers. Now 
that may seem like quite a 
mouthful, but you'll never 
know until you check out your 
friendly neighborhood cut-out 
bin. Facades rates as a real 
sleeper. In fact, I may have to 
locations are set up; 
newspaper and radio adver-
tising is done; posters, 
displays, and other 
, promotions are put to work; 
the respective crews 
(hospitality, stage crew, ticket 
takers ushers, and security) are 
picked and informed of their 
day of show duties and all 
sound, light and supplies arc 
bought or rented for the day to 
of the show. After all this, the 
continued Oil /lf:XI page. 
' . . 
buy a new one because mine is . SAD CAFE *** 
beginning to sound like dog 
1
1 Well, that's ·the breaks: 
doo from constant playing. Three albums, three record 
Sad Cafe's sound is lively, companies, and a virtual non-
fresh, and in general, unheard ford penned some of the most 
of in this country. Harvey inspiring tunes of 1980. Wit,' 
Lisberg has had his problems charm, and a little shlock goes 
too, trying to manage bands la long way -- and Squeeze cer-
and market them in America. tainly has it. 
But it seems that ex-IOcc But East Sid'e Story goes 
member Eric Stewart might beyond all that. Squeeze, it 
have found a solution. Their · seems, has inherited a little 
new single, La-Di-Da, has got worldliness from Elvis 
a real AM sound to it, be it Costello. (Seven songs a side 
good or bad. And Eric's even!) The El, along with 
production on the rest of the I Roger Bechin; n, co-produced 
album makes i! quite i the record with skill and 
listenable, with No Favours-; precision. For most pop ban-
No Way really standing out in ds, the effect would have been 
the crowd. claustrophobic. However, 
But the album really is a let- Squeeze plays with such in-
down primarily because of credible pop sensibility, that 
Facades. I found it hard to i upon first listenting, my 
believe when I first heard it. roommate actually found me 
And now, with little hope or: fondling_my speaker grills. 
·. directing themselves, Sad Cafe I East Side Story basically 
· doesn't seem to know who to I combines the el~ments of 
turn to. Paging Eric Stewart! co111i11ued 011111'., page 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
J 16 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton Houst>) 
273-2221 
• ,.~ • ~' • ~ it• • ' 
·.;. .. 
•· 
\ 
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Sad Cafe continued . 
skilled lyrics·, bi:illiant 
melodies, plus unforced and 
totally convincing performan-
ces. It also contains a cut by 
cut "blow" affect that is rare 
among most albums today. F· 
Hole can become a bit 
wearisome, but heck, that still 
leaves thirteen other songs. 
And with Tempted in you 
repertoire, that's tasty. 
In short, East Side Story 
isn't quite a perfect album. 
But then again, if your staples 
are Foreigner, Rush, and 
REO Speedwagon, perfection 
wouldn't mean a damn thing 
to you. 
BOC contin1Jed 
bureau of concerts is ready for 
the day of the show. 
The bureau of con·certs 
hopes to put on a concert in · 
mid-november and for' this 
concert will distribute suveys 
to all on-campus students and 
set up a table in the Union for 
off-campus students to fill out / 
the survey. The survey will 
have a number of questions 
of importance. The sur-
vey will present what groups 
are available and let the 
students give their input' for I 
the November show. 
The Vi§ion§ of· • 
Dollllg NiiCkeil 
By Alison B. Wahl 
Tucked away in a 
back room, behind the 
"b1owsing library" at Cor-
nell's Willard Straight Hall, 
lie the visions of Doug Nickel. 
Nickel is displaying an exhibit 
of color photographs cap-
turing the images·of what ap-
pear to be the perfect old far-
mhouse. Rocking chairs, an-
tiques, and four poster beds, 
are used to form dark patterns 
against lace covered windows. 
Playing with shadows and 
sun rays, Nickel does a nice 
job of creating a romantic.:, 
rustic view of remnants from 
the past. The sunshine brings 
out the richness and earthy_ 
colors of an old house on a 
beautiful fall day. 
The small one room display 
entitled ''Windowlight'' 
opened September 8th and will 
run until Saturday, September 
19th. If you enjoy 
photography, it is a worth-
while exhibit to spend a few 
- minutes of your time obser-
ving. 
,Coming 
Soon to 
Ilthaca 
G. Gordon Liddy 
(abo,ve) 
· Dqvid Bromberg 
(left) 
,, 
:'.. 
., 
.. 
, .. 
., 
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DR.~GAN'S 
HEALTHAND 
PUBUC~ 
5ERVKE 
0 
There's ,mlu~ one. • 
· blem ~~ummg ~ Baseball Season 
v 50 late.••• 
.. ' :· ~~1' ,-. ' 
Co1nic Relief 
\ 
.\ MADAME ZSAZSA'S 
STARS 
FORTHE WEEK 
ARIES (MARCH 21- APRIL 
19) - Time is on your side. 
Plan and organize thoroughly. 
Keep appointments. 
TAURAS (APRIL 20 ~ MAY 
20) - You· have a talent for 
quick decision making. 
Hesitation'-brings failure. 
GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUNE 
21) - Good news in the mail. 
Financial situations straighten 
out. Spend money wisely. 
CANCF.R (JUNE 22 - JULY 
22) - Arguments brmg disha-r-
mony. Avoid trouble with 
mate. Keep cool. 
LEO (JULY 23 - AUGUST 
22) - Pressures build to a 
boiling point. Tempers flare. 
Avoid Unwanted guests. 
VIRGO (AUGUST 23 - SEP-
TEMBER 22) - Do not suc-
cumb to temptations and 
desires.. Fight for what you 
know is rieht. 
SCORPIO (OCTOBER 24 . 
NOVEMBER 21) - Good· 
results never come with'. 
aggressiveness. Argue your. 
point. Be persistant. 
SAGITARIUS (NOVEMBER 
22 - JANUARY· 19) - Travel 
.brings new companionship. A 
cheerful attitude is your best 
,weapon. 
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER .:· 
22 - .JANUARY 19) - Travel 
brings new companionship. A , 
cheerful attitude is your best · 
weapon. 
AQUARIUS (JANUARY 20 -
FEBRUARY 18) - Do not hide 
your emotions. Le't your true 
• feeling out. _Speak up. 
LIBRA .(SEPTEMBER 23 
OCTOBER 23) - Be sensitive 
to feelings of others. Keep 
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19 -
MARCH 20) - Old friendship ,. 
turns into new romance. Out 
of town visitors cause 
problems. Good time to clean · 
up. 
our mind open to new ideas . 
WCOW(D ilC!JWUl(ir] 
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ACROSS 
1 Likely 
4 Near 
61rritate 
11 Human 
beings 
13 Kind of sall 
15 Printer's 
measure 
16 Manage 
18 Ar11lic1al lan-
guage 
19 Business 
abbr. 
21 Cease 
22 Narrow 
opening 
24 Helps 
26Jumps 
28 Golf mound 
29 Lapses 
31 Narrate 
33 Rupees 
· (abbr.) 
34 Scruff 
36 Pfatlorm 
38 Yd. part 
40 Pound down 
42 Carried 
45 sass 
47 Female ruffs 
49Approach 
50 Preposilion 
52 Transported 
54 Manuscript 
(abbr.) 
55 Latin con-
junction 
·s6 Mendicant!' 
59Zeus's 
beloved 
61 Takeaway 
63 Motorless 
boats 
, 6s Apportions 
66 Letter, 
67 Bitler vetch 
DOWN 
2Wr,ting 
implement 
3 Preposition 
4 European 
mountains 
.5 Molars 
6 Applauded 
7 Chapeau 
8 The sweet· 
sop 
9 Iron symbol 
10 Weirder 
12 Italian river 
14 Memoranda 
17 Cheer 
20 Norse god 
23 Armyott. 
24 While 
25 Quarrel 
27 Lath 
30 Masi 
321<ingof 
beasts 
35 Appears 
37 Stalk 
38 Aviator 
. -" 
t 
K ] I 
-
CROSS 
WORD 
fUZZlUE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
39 Slladed 
41 Wampum 
43 Simpler 
44 MD 
46 Qt. part 
48 Room 
51 Ancient 
Greek coin 
53 English 
streetcar 
57 Girl's name 
58 T,n symbol 
60 CIA prede-
cessor· 
62 State· Abbr 
64 Digraph 
f • 
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HOMECOMING BLUES 
l)OMBERS·LOSE 
:\ 
't) - ·. 
. ,., 
-~ 
' . 
By Doug Clauson 
Many alumni returned to -
campus this weekend, with the 
hope of seeing Ithaca win its 
annual Homecoming football 
game. These hopes were shat-
tered by the outstanding 
defensive play of Albany State 
as the Great Danes upset the 
Bombers 17 - 7. 
Both teams looked sluggish 
in, the first quarter, with fine 
defensive play being the key. 
Linebacker Bill Rosecrans 
recovered an Albany fumble 
;- . _ -..:c-- on the Grea~ Dane 37 yard 
-~!/ ~ 
1 
·r , ', _: _ _ , Ithaca drove down to the S , ·-,, }}j{I _ line. Led by Gerry Cooper ',""~- '. ' Albany 4 yard line. The Born-, O?j . _ \,, ~;:~'b·,:?,i,'~:?; bers dove.into the Albany line . . ,, . - , - ~ \•\ X!! 'Jo ~--,•i.,ij f • h · ~. " ·-·--·~··· ·· ,,·: ,:·,·,·-. ' :)_;' , ' 't'·.,;,.;~ our stra1g t times only to be 
.•. - ·. . · "I/Jlll7 :_,~,- ,.·., ,.·_ ,; • .· .. ;_ .:.0.;:, :::::::-..: • ·' -. ~· t d Id t h 
_ _ . -, ,,.. ~ •••. : ·.!- --~ y: .r'! .. • s oppe co at eone. 
• · ·- · ,.. . · • ,,. : • , ,., ,,.,.·,·- · 'J:, 0-·-· * 1 ~•,v.!J Th t t h d 
·.,, ,., ·, . . ~- .• . _ ; ----v· .,,:, ,.,:.•, •. ,,,,:.;,..;~ ~- · :l e wo earns exc ange 
~~~~1i,.,,-,:{>-;,,,/: ,....'1..., ·- .:,;_;'., ·.,·--: ~~~-..,-· _:..:,;\:~"i;);;·):,7 I.~-:.i/H: . ,.,, ,, 2',,W?I punts in the second quarter as 
0
.,.,,.1:,".) .... ,..,...,,,,~ r., ': r, • ~ ••~ ,• • , • • 0 0 • • '"'"" • - ). '.I ,•,l• ~, ·~ .. ,~" "'' .... , .... •• 0 •:••, • IIC.~ I\ -- ,t,, ,•, • 
·(·"'!1>~:..,_"..·--.,-,:· __ .. " •· .. : ·, · -· : : .. ·,;/ "-,W :- '1 " • • ., · • ·• •· ,. ... ... -~ ... ,,._ ~\;~"· defensive play continued to 
.... ,. ·• ;,,- ',, ;,._ 'I -''~ ~.,t._ ... .:.J3 •. ,~L,\~ ·~J..____ · \ , .... • '• , ';15' ,.-.v~~,;~ ~ • .. • 
• :-·,,-w ·,,·;·~,>., .-,:,,·· ............ ·,";t:;1--1'1:·=---.·- •, ,' ,,-,.~ ... , ·.' ;' '; f--,-~:. · .. ii-,,.,, ·, ,. -~-.:',r, .. :•1'·~· v.v.~:::·v,. I rti shme. On third down and nme 
::-. • •• • J., • J' • ,. :,.._., ,.,··;,,.:...·:.."-!,.1"ru.-,\,::\J:.iJ.,-:•...,~t'··;t.-.,r, J;i,.,olft,~~J,:-.,r,,...,~~_,.;;11~~~;)0 
. •· ,. · . .-,,: - :. ,.,·,._ .. ; ... ,a,.,-'•,'.:.:·''::, .. --.: ... _-.,,.,.,:,,,.-;r ... "·.i.c;'l;;lr.~.,~1ir..,,...";.,,::~....,fromtheBomber44 quarter-
.... - ~ ,,. ._ ~ ..... ' • • I" ..... • -. ·/,. ~ ...... • t-1 .. ::r·~,; ~·.· ,;.r,:,,_,,~r._.,,,;. ~~~-~t.~.J}/~"',Ji-~';,~U . ' 
. . '! ' -.,, '. , .,., ""· .. I·. ,:_.,.,.!_-,_::·.,t,,.~::''· ;.:'?•.;:_ .• ,;:~,-~Wl:l<~:;l?\"rr~·~lg back Doug Decarr threw over 
· · · · · .,; .. ; · · ·-. ' · ·- -·~:'"i,'-,:~-~~~--,.:·;-,~-'-.i .• - f~ ~ the middle to tight end Jeff 
. -Whalen Whales as Giiuzzi and Kelleher block § Lacey, but Albany defensive 
·· , back Dave Hardy stepped in 
BASEBALL -BOMBERS 
§JP1L1I1f- 5-3 93 .. 1 
By David Fischer 
Combining the efforts of ef-
fective pitching, solid defense, 
and Mark Fagan's power, the 
Ithaca baseball squad opened 
their fall season by splitting a 
I 
doubleheader against Mansfield 
State. 
Neither game was decided 
until the last out, as the first 
game saw Mansfield come 
from behind in the last inning 
(twinbills are only seven in-
clutch hit with two outs until one walk and a bunt single 
the fifth inning. After Tim, during that stretch. · Ithaca 
Berone singled, Fagan showed took advantage and chipped 
his strength to the opposite away at their two run defecit. 
field by reaching an outside After a triple by Berone, Bob 
fastball and popping it over Adams followed with a double 
the right field fence for a 3-1 to score the right fielder easily. 
Ithaca lead. In the fourth inning, Fagan 
Meyer, who scattered five led off with an eye-straining 
hits over six innings, yielded to clout that traveled well over 
Rocco DePonzio in the seven- the left field fence to even.the 
th. After watching Meyer score. That was Fagan's 
handle Mansfield hitters with second homer of the after-
ease, it seemed DePonzio noon, and his fourth run bat- · 
would have no trouble closing ted in. 
the way to pick it off. 
This interception by Hardy 
proved to be costly for the 
Bombers, as Albany State 
quickly drove down to the IC 
seven yard line. Quarterback 
Tom Pratt hit tight end Mike 
McGuire in the end zone,. with 
only 28 seconds left in the half 
for the score. Tom Lincoln 
added the extra point and 
Albany · State went into the 
locker room with a 7-0lead. 
Albany· started off strong in 
the second half, by taking the 
, Bomber kickoff and driving 
down to the IC 14 yard· line. 
P!acekicker Tom Lincoln 
came in on fourth down_to try 
a 32-yard field goal'. Lincoln's. 
kid looked short, but 
somd1ow hit the crossbar and 
'wen1 <,ver to give Albany a.10-
0 third quarter lead. 
' nings) to pull out a 5-3 victory. 
; In the second game, Ithaca 
: ignored several chances before 
: pulling out the win 3-2 when a 
: run was forced home in the 
i bottom of the twelfth. 
the door with a two run lead. Things remained at a stan-
This was not the case, as dstill through seven in~ings, 
DePonzio could not register Ithaca again not capitalizing 
the final out. With two outs as they left two men on base in.,__ ___________ _ 
and the game on the line, three consecutive innings. 
Chris Miller hit a bases loaded Dan Lucas was also im-
1111\( \ tro~r f111n1r 
1" I h, 't 11 
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The Bombe·rs showed r ., 
signs of giving up in the foun 
quarter, as .linebacker Ma;\ 
Seaman sacked. Albany qua .. 
terbad. Tom · Pratt deep ·t\· 
Great Dane territory. Ji. ;I 
Duncan returned Dave H,t·· 
dy's punt 36 yards to 1! · 
Albany 26 yard line. .. 
Cory Davies replace; 
Decarr at quarterback and I _ 
~ide receiver Greg Gatz for!_-' 
first down on the Albany I :. 
FulJback Mike Moreau we!·:· 
up the middle for )3 mo._\, 
yards and· another first down }4 
On first and goal, Kevin Did; ; 
dove over the top to give IC ii( 
first score of the game. E , 
Kracke added the extra poi : 
and the Bombers sudden'; 
were down by only three, 10:j : 
Nine minutes remained · ·I 
the game, and Albany Sta·-~ 
was trapped deep in their 011: 
territory at the 18. On thi;:: 
down and six quarterbac'.'-
:Torn Pratt,pulled a·-sur,pri-se . 
throwing deep to. ~plit er.'., 
Rick O'Brien to·give the Dan·;, 
a first-down on the Ithaca 3, ·'. 
yard line. Pratt hit McGui; -. 
for another score to ice the w,
1
1 
forMb~y. : 
Bomber offense mis~i \ 
Rick Koob (shoulder), nc1 :: 
got a chance to get untrach ; 
as Albany State held them · 
only 45 yards on the grou ; . 
and 107 through the air. \ 
The Joss overshadowed .:"'· 
fine performance t ,: 
linebacker Bill Rosecrans. :, 
"Rosy" enjoyed a fine afte :· 
noon making 20 total tackles .. '. 
J.C. has next weekend o·· 
and hosts St. Lawerence i; 
two weeks at South Hill Field ·. 
Ithaca O O O 7 ~ 7 
Albany O 7 3 7 - 17 
A· McGuire 7·pass from P 
(Lincoln kick) 
A - Lincoln 32 FG 
IC - Didio I run (Kr.acke kic 
.A - McGuire 7 pass from P 
(Lincoln Kick) ~ 
A-4,305 
The opener matched Keith 
Meyer, a-promising starter for 
Ithaca, against lefty Mike 
Gebert. Both hurled very dif-
ferent games as Meyer was 
never forced to bear down, 
giving up only an occassional 
hit. Gebert, however, got 
himself into trouble nearly 
every inning, but somehow 
managed to squeak out of'it. 
single to even things up. First pressive as Smith's 
baseman Singer followed with replacement. Entering in the 
a double sending two more ninth, Lucas pitched master-
runs in and giving Mansfield fully by keeping Mansfield hit-
State a 5-3 win. Mike Stewart, ters off balance. When Mike~ 
a freshman who had sharp Stewart, the winner of game• 
breaking stuff, took over in one, was called upon in the 
relief and got the win. twelfth, Ithaca showed no 
~.
1
/ 11••
1
: 1.--.·~, ~ \ 11/:: :: :;,::; .. ~:. '~ /::::: - .Alb IC 
Mansfield State jumped out 
to an early lead by pushing 
across a run on an infield out 
in the second. Ithac~ came 
right' back to tie the game 
when Mark Fagan singled Jn 
Tom Pallister for his first run 
batied in of the· afternoon. 
Ithaca had other opportunities 
to break , the tie, but -con-
tinually left men stranded on 
1i.1se. Th~y failed to get that 
The second game proved to mer·cy and stood by as Stewar-
be just as tough for both si9es. t walked the bases full. Lucas 
Dan Smith, ·Ithaca's tough· earned a well deserved victory 
sidewinder, had a shaky start when Stewart walked his four-
allowing two quick first inning th man of the inning, Emil 
runs, but settled down and Fanelli, to force home the 
hurled terrific baseball. Bet- winning run. 
ween the second and eiglith 
innings, Smith retired an 
amazing nineteen of twenty-
one .batters he- faced. 
Throwing fastballs and hard 
sliders, Smith only gave up -
:".:::;: 1 ~~ ~ ; ~ :: ·,· ~;l;::·.\~1 ~ ~ ~ .: ; First downs 18 9 
1)·: :i,\1:1 \ 111 : :: ~ :: ::· :.·/ .. \' ~ 111 ~ :: ~ :: .~ Rushes - yards 159 ~5 
',':::::.:'.'.,, ; :: ,',_:: :: r.-; ',' :.·:·,, - ; :: :: :: ', Passing - yards '118 ·101 
;:·;·,· ;; t ;. ", ·: ·:, ·; " , .... · · '' ' ' ' · ·· Return - yards 19 177 11,1 \l'H II I~'.,•• 
""'''"'·"'"' "'""""' , "" Passes 9-15-1 12-37 
"'' ,. , '··"·'· '""" , .. ,, , . ,, Punts 8-43 9-34 -
,:~·t~ .. \<:,',i:::; .. ''~.'·i:. Fumbles - lost 2-1 1-0 
l•,1,,- ,1•.ri..111 ,1,,,,, 7 66 9 65 
, .... ,, .. '"''·"'" ,,, .. ,,.~, Penalties -yards - • 
11,•uH, 111,u• 1\1,111•11 :J : 
1,h 1. I •••• I Ctll \_l.111,'1 ,I ~ 
l'IHlll-11'. II" K 11,n llll tN 
\l,\\I 
lhl',,1111,'II 1 • 1 -I -I : I ..1 
(11h11 
... ,,..,J(II\\ I 
... 
Individual leadtrs 
Rushing - IC, Cooper 13-31, 
Mbany, Pratt 35-80. ~ .. 
Passing - IC, DeCarr. 5-15 
35, Davies 7-22-0-72. Albani 
Pratt 9*15-2-118. ·, ~ '/ 
· Receiying -_:le, Bradshaw 
37 ~ 'Lacey 3-2!}. Alban~y:· Bri 
·4-86, McGuire·2--14(2TD)1. ·. 
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M~HAMMAD 9 SAY J!T .. AIN91f -SO 
The thing that worries me is legend of Ali into the cioset, 
that he isn't kidding. where the ghosts of all great 
Mu'hammed Ali wants the athletes go when their athletic 
Power and the glory. He wan- -ability dies off. ! J -
ts to be the champ. He wants It was sad to see, the former 
to fight again. , champ getting pounded by his 
He had the power and the former sparring partner. Ali 
glory. Underline had. He was was d_efenseless, he didn't 
the greatest. It was the score a solid hit all night. And 
memory of Ali the champ tnat when it was over, finally, there 
inspired me .to take the three was no great elation in the 
and a half hour drive down to Holmes camp. He had just 
Monticello racetrack to see the finished off his old friend, 
closed circuit telecast of his embarrassed him. The only 
,comeback attempt against good thing to come out of the 
Larry Holmes. fight was that Ali would':! 
It was an offer I couldn't realize that Time, t~e greatest 1 
refuse. Five dollars for ten champ of all, had caught µp 
·races, and the fight; a chance with him. 
to see the greatest living heavy But he, didn't. Ali was 
weight fighte-r. I can't com- haunted by the ghost of Titles 
plain, I got what I wanted. I past, and he couldn't --accept 
saw the greatest living heavy that he was down for the last 
weight, but it wasn't Ali. That count. No;.Ali said, it wasn't· 
night, Larry Holmes put· the age, it was thyroid pills and a 
poor diet that put him away. 
No, it wasn't Larry Holmes' 
crashing blows that provided 
the Coup deGras, it was poor 
training. Laying in his bed, 
looking like he 'had been 
mugged on a subway, Ali told 
the world he'd be back. 
As I write this, the new 
breed of boxing are getting 
ready for a showdown that 
will match the greatest of the 
Ali-Frazier battles. Tommy • 
Hearns and Sugar Ray 
Leonard are getting ready to 
put on a show that will give 
boxing a much needed spark. 
By the time you read this, 
either Hearns or Leonard will 
have proved himself to be the 
_ better fighter, but no matter 
who wins, the ghost of Ali will 
hang over the arena waiting 
for its final exorcism, that will 
come, hopefully, before Ali 
dies of injuries suffered at the 
hands of some future op-
ponent. 
Ali's ego spurs him on and it 
is up to those on high, who 
sanction fights, to exorcise the 
ghosts that haunt Ali and deny 
him a license. For his own 
protection, Ali must be kept -
out of the ring, because if they 
let him in, they might have to 
carry him out in a Pine box. I 
wish he was just kidding. 
By the way, I like Leonard 
by a decision, 
lLONESTAR RU<GGERS WASTE WilZAR.ID§ 
By Howard Altman be the dominant force in the 
This past Saturday, while game, winning several Oswego 
most of the IC community was lineouts and scrum, as well as 
sitting in local bars, gettmg_ . their own. The Lone Star 
warmed up for the home defense was 'too tough for the 
coming football game, the Wizards of Oswego, limiting 
Lone Stars Rugby club opened their scoring to just - two 
its fifth season by trouncing penalty kicks. 
Oswego, 14-6. An errant Oswego Iineout 
The Lone Stars controlled was picked off and set up 
the tempo of the game from Jamie Lecker's two-yard run 
. the opening ··-whist!~, and early in the first half, to put IC 
Oswego never got a chance to on· top 4-0. After the initial 
get untracked. The Lone shock wore off, the game set-
Stars' scrum showed itself to tied into a defensive battle for 
-
the rest of the half. The only 
other first half score came on 
the first of Howie Rosenburgs 
two penalty kicks that put IC 
up 7-0. 
OsjVego made a bid to get 
back in the game with an early 
second half score on a penalty 
kick that cut the Lone Stars -
lead to four, but Dave Kipnis~ 
22 meter run with ten minutes 
on the clock broke the 
momentum Oswego had 
coming into the half. Kipnis' 
score put the Lone Stars out in 
'. 
r 
.... 
Some 
fun in 
tthe 
·scrum 
I 
front by eight, 11-3, and ·_good team for a long time,", 
provided them with a comfor-
table cushion. Rosenburgs 
second penalty kick iced the 
game and Oswego could only 
mange a penalty kick with the 
clock running out to make the 
final 14-6. 
"I'm pretty psyched about 
the way things started off", 
said an enthused Dave Kipnis, , 
"We have a big game next 
.Satruday against the Bingham-
ton Barbarians, and those 
games have always been an in-
t!!nse rivals. I'm looking for-
ward to a good game"' he ad-
ded. 
Kipnis pointed out that one 
of the bright spots of the game 
was Jhe play of the relatively 
young team, that lists only five 
seniors on its roster. "If we 
don't 'get any major injuries 
· the Lone Stars should be a 
Wine Glosses 
, the iron shop 
on the commons 
. 272-5101 
". . . ~ '• •. . . . . . ' . ·. . . ; . 
2i0!S.T19S\. 
Uttace, N.1t, 
m~ 
iHE 
.Music Store 
l I~) E. HUF FALO ST· 
(ncxr to Dewitt MJll) 
Tucsd.1y- F1id.1y 10-6. SJturd.1y H)-s · 17 3- 2 -1,1s 
Books b11 and for women_. ' 
ifcminisr m,d~politicq,l theory 
Non-sexist childrcns hooks. 
:Art hooks Rccoi·ds &-· cards 
0 Tropical Plants and Lush Hanging Plants 
°అ Fresh. Silk. and Dried Flowers 
PLUS:, Bamboo. wicker ·and rattan chairs. 
tables. hampers. baskets. blinds. mirrors. 
Decorating accessone~. 
· Dinnerware. mugs .. , 
and many exciting gihs! 
THE -.... 
-_PLANTATION a ·u4 Hhaca Commons•-27:~7~;~ I 
·-·- Thu~ .• ~~-,till 9p.m.•Sunclay 11-4 
- -· ) 
,_ 
'-I 
,, 
t ·' 
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FAVORITE 
~~~~~THURSDAY 
BUFFALO 
SUNDAY !--------
GIANTS 
PITT 
ST. LOUIS 
CINN. 
HOUSTON 
Detroit 
CHICAGO 
San Diego 
ATLANTA 
L.A. 
DENVER 
OAKLAND 
POINTS 
3 
5½ 
3 
I½ 
3 
3½ 
3½ 
4 
9 
6½ 
,,__3 
7 
r 
• 
UNDERDOG 
Philly 
New Orleans 
Jets 
Wasli. 
Clev. 
Miami 
MiNN. 
Tampa Bay 
"'KANSAS CITY 
San Fran. 
Green Bay 
Bait. 
Seattle 
.mE ITHACAN 
LOU CAPLAN 
(WICB Sports Director) 
Philly 
GIANTS 
Jets 
Wash,. 
Clev.• 
Miami 
MINN. 
Tampa 
San Diego, 
San Fran. 
0- L.A. 
Bait., 
Seat. 
September 17,_1981 
HOWARD ALTMAN 
.. (ITHACAN Sports Editor) 
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*Best Bet 
' ' 
Editor's Note: 
By Howard Altman 
The atmosphere around the 
sports desk was one of ap-
prehension as bits and pieces 
of information flowed in. 
Finally, around midnight, the 
word we were waiting for 
came as th'.! phone broke the 
tension. It was all over, Sugar 
Ray Leonard had united the. 
Welterweight crown with a 14 
roung TKO over Tommy 
Hearns. 
Early reports were conflic-
ting. First it was Hearns 
taking the first two rounds and 
Leonard taking the third. The 
next report had Hearns win-
ning the first five. 
A fire alarm in the office 
sent the sports staff. out into 
the night, wondering whut the 
outcome of the fight would be. 
Bets were made, and a little 
friendly sparring with mock 
play by play helped kill the 
time 1,1ntil we could get back in 
the office and find out what 
had really happened. 
When we got back, pnone 
calls to the AP desk revealed 
that Hearns was sticking it to 
my. man in th~ 12th. The smile 
on Mike's face went from ear 
to ear, he thooght he had the 
bet sewed up. The smile on his 
face turned to a frown, as 
WVBR interupted a fuusic 
Hearns-Leonard 
· By Michael Ayala 
program with the news; - Round One 
.SUGAR RAY LEONARD Both fighters sort of felt each 
BEATS TOMMY HEARNS other out with very little pun-
BY A TKO IN THE 14th ching done in the early 
ROUND. going. Leonard tries t~ 
The news brought a hush establish his dancing routine 
over the room. I was surroun- as Hearns scores with a good 
ded by Hearns fans. After combination. 
hearing that Hearns was .win- Round One - Hearns 
ning the latter rounds, I was Round Two 1 
Hearns comes out jabbing. 
Rights from Hearns draws 
roars from the crowd. 
Leonard established his jab as 
he lands a couple to the head 
of Hearns. 
Round Two -Hearns 
Round Three 
Dancing Leonard scores big 
with the Jabs to the body. At 
one oint with both fi hters 
agianst the ropes, and Jeonard 
lands a devastating right to 
stagger Hearns. H-:ams fights 
back and scores to the body. 
Round three-LEONARD 
Round .Four 
Hearns comes out storming 
with hard fights and combos 
to the body. Leonard finishes 
the round stgrong with lefts to 
continued on page 16 
taking overwhelming abuse 
from my staff. But I had 
faith, I knew that it was Sugar 
Ray all ·the way. · 
It's getting late now, 
somewhere near two a.m., but 
'1 can't be sure because there's 
no clock in my office. There's 
a worried look on my bosses 
face. The rest of the paper is 
layed out, and Dianne is 
waiting for a report on the 
fight. I really don't mind 
because I have been waitint 
for this fight for a long time. 
As a fan of the Pro fight 
game, I have ·been e~tremely 
pessimistic, witnessing such 
debacles as the Holmes 
massacre of Ali, and the in-
famous Duran-Leonard "No 
Mas'' fight. But things are 
picking ·up. Sugar Ray is the· 
champ, ·it was a good fight, 
boxing fans can pkk them-
selves up our of the gutter. 
WEl-L 711!:.RE. YOO HAVEITRJLKS! APTER SIUAI.L1JWINGOVERN!NIE-IIUNOREO 
5U~R-/.1Di JALAP£NO PEPPER:S1 0LD ERNIE HERE..._ACT!JALLY 
PREFE/2.S THE.'TASTE OF OU, VIENNA t:.ANAIJIAN BEER TOA-
NICE 6f.ASS OF 1-STEPOVENCLEANER! WAO/JYASAV,ERNIE? 
7/IE. f/tJLJ..()WPfNYOPAPB<S? WASNilHAT Wf!II /MRCEtlL)LIJBRICAJ.!T.e? 
SURE.,, ANO 80RIS MENZES Pl.AYE]) TJIE OW GYPSY FRI £ST /IV 7HE SCEN£ 
WHB?E 1ll£Yil.JRNE1J La:15E7He GIRAFFES !NTHE CfllNESERE..5TAlRfWT... 
OJ(. fJA~TO Ya? 
rRANl<1 AT7He 
CHIMP & /;OR!ilA 
'0/..YMPICFIN/¥.S! 
etcetera · Rugs·fr~m . s2200 
dewitl- mall 
.I 
l 
Most· people pref~rOlciVienna 
to almost anything. -
This advertisement is a blot.ant attempt to 
· persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
OldVienna Canadian lleer 
Imported by Century Importers, lnof. Balt!mo(e, Maryland 
- ------- _......!...._r _______________________ ....., _______ _ 
I:; 
·----- -:.. ... -,..- --
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IC STICKERS ON THE.MOVE 
Michael Ay,ala 
s the green leaves of sum- unique team this season. We 
phase into the·color laden have g?od experience in our 14 
es of a.utumn, Ithaca returnmg players and they 
Uege's Women's field,..,. ~lend_ in nicely with the 14 
key team has begun recrmts w_ho are way ahead of 
ther campaign in quest of a schedule m ttrms of develop-
ional championship. ment." 
nder the guidance of Doris Kostrinsky believes that 
strinsky, women's field there are really no ~,tars on her 
key.at IC has been a virtual team but that the Bombers 
ning machine ... Kostrinsky have an abundance of depth 
been coach of the Bombers and speed. "We have a lot of 
the past_ 13 years and over team ~peed this year which is 
t span she has compiled a essent1~l to a good squad. 
ord of 103- wins 32 losses More importantly we have 
7 ties: ' depth in every position 
ast season Coach Kostrin- because in a tournament 
led her field hockey squad"- situation, depth is what is 
a first place -finish in the needed to win." 
e championships, a second ~ostrinsky installs•a unique 
ce finish in the Regional po~icy toward her players 
mpionships and a third which helps her get the most 
ce finish in the National out of them while promoting 
mplonships. maximum team unity. Coach 
ith IC being so successful, Kostrinsky explains, "All 28 
y recruits contact Coach play~rs are initially considered 
trinsky expressing an in- . .:varsity· The day before a 
st in playing for IC. The game we name who will be 
rd on recruits, Kostrinsky playing varsi_ty and who will be 
s, speaks for itself; "The playmg Junior Varsity. If a 
of is in the pudding. We J.V. ,player works hard and 
e 17 out of 28 players does well, she will have a good 
ing from outside New chance of playing varsity the 
rk, which shows you the ~ext wee~. By the same token, 
ge of Ol!r program. We . if a ~a~s1ty pla~er isn't up to 
over 200 women express par It _is very hkely ~hat she 
·nterest_in the program." could fmd herself playmg J. V. 
aturally, Kostrinsky looks the next gam~.'' , 
ard this season with high So far this season all of 
have a very Kostrinsky's policies seem to 
Ir' 
' .. ~.,,. ..... 
' ' 
be working out. The Bombers 
have been very impressive thus 
far. Th_e women convincingly 
beat an alumni squad that ac-
cordingly to Kostrinsky "con-
tained a few excellent players: 
from IC teams past." The 
Bombers of the present won 
the game 8-1 this past Satur-
day. 
This past Tuesday th.e Bom-
bers opened their season 
against a supposedly "tough" 
Hartwick squad. IC easily 
won the varsity game 5 to 0. 
The entire front line of Sharon 
Doesher, Cheryl Scott, Cathy 
Foto(Capt.), Linda Mousseau 
and Mary Klecha all scored 
displaying a very potent 
scoring machine. 
In the J. V. game. the Bomber~ 
bers trounced Hartwick 11-0. 
Freshman sensation Lisa 
Clark led all scorers with 6 
hard fought goals. Heather 
Doyle added 4 goals and 
Reanne Winkler rounded off 
the scoring with a solo tally. 
"In a game that is com-
parable to soccer in terms of 
the number of goals scored, I 
think we did a fairly good job 
on both offense and defense," 
Kostrinsky goes cm to add that 
although the Bombers did well 
this week she is looking for-
ward to the -tougher com-
petition to come. 
§coring Machine 
Does :U:t 
Again. 
Kostrinsky feels that IC has 
its most competitive schedule 
ever. Two division II schools . · · 
have been droppe,d from last ~~~.mm Im] I§] lg] (g) (g] ffID.J11 
year's schedule and three ~ ~ 
Division I teams have been ·(i) WANTED ~ 
added in the form of an in- (ii TRAVEL lffil 
vitational to be hosted by IC in ; REPRESENT AT/VE ~ 
(?ctober.' Ohio State," Univer- r,;;;a fiil 
s1ty of Rhode Island, and l!!!ll $$$ HIGH EARNINGS sss ~ 
r.a FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS F.m1 
Bridgewater make up.the three l!!!I ~ 
S
chools. 1;;11 P.OU0n1I Tr1v1I ind '-'1rll•tlnq Comp.in" Sil l!!!I , •• 11., ,,1.rl1•• h19hly mo11v6led ,nd1Y•dU1I t!!:I 
Also included in the Iii ~~o~:::::n~c·~:p'u0~1.q,,1, 1••·•• •• ,,1,0" ti) 
schedule are rivals Colgate and ~ PART TIME HOURS FLEXIBLE ~ 
Syracuse, who, accordin_g tc lj:fl No exPER1ENc~ NECESSARY ~ 
Kostrinsky, have both im-. r;;;;i w1LL 11H1N i:;;i 
proved from last year. This :: c .. ,,,,,,..,,,,,, • .,~ .. "'"' ~ 
season should prove to be a i!!!I NR!~!MPUS VACATION ASSOCtATr0"4S t!!;I 
f h B '-J 15 COURT STREET ~ true test or t e omber's e ••o.o,"" ", ,,,., l!:!!:I 
Field Hockey squad but liiiJ ~ 
Kostrinsky feels that it is the ~ § 
best way· to ~et her t~a~. ready 'ijl lFil '51 'Ei1 W 'Ei' 'B' rm1 fi:'il 'Ei" r,;:; 
for the National D1v1s1on II ~ l!:aU 1!::i:.11!::i!l Ui;!l l!=!.11!::!l ~ l!:::!l lb!l .g 
championships in November, 
which just so happens to be 
h~ted by IC. 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
- H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSESTUQUOR STORE 
TO l C. CAMPUS 
21 8 ON 'THE COI'vtMONS 
"Featurin~ the Finest Selection of N. Y. State Wines-" 
Afternoon 
DELIVERIES 272-211 l' 
-A$k about Jostens Tr,ade-ln from 
your J_ostens College Ring Specialist 
. 
Date: ,Septem~er 21 & 22 
Timet: 10 am - 4 pm Place: ··union Lobby 
· 'See our complete-$elect/on of-rings at your book$tore. 
,, . 
'\ 
,..,t• 
I' 
\. 
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HearnS~Leonarcl 
continued 
the head of Hearns. him. Hearns rocks -Leonard 
Round Four -Hearns with combo to end the round. 
Round Five _ Round Eight-Hearns 
Hard right catches Hearns to Round Nine · 
the head as Hearns counters _dancing Hearns sports a 
with jabs to keep Sugar away. swollen left eye as he lands 
Hearns then scores big with numerous hooks to. the head 
combos and fakes Bolo punch, of Leonard. Leonard ,dances 
made farnou·s by Sugar. as well as he also has a swollen 
Hearns is in control. left eye. the round ends with 
Round five -Hearns Leonard against the ropes. 
Round Sbi: Round Nine-Hearns 
round six finds Hearns laying Rqund Ten 
against the ropes and taking a Starts slow. Hearns iands up-
series of hooks to the head per cuts to the body of 
from the- left ,Jf Leonard. Leonard. Leonard starts late 
Leonard dances and Hearns is round onslaught and he wins 
on ly able to land a few the round .. 
punches Round Ten-Leonard 
Round Six- Leonard Round Eleven 
Round Seven Hearns staggers Leonard 
Good round hfor Leonard. with jab to the head as 
Tagging Hearns consistantly Leonard counters with jabs. 
with combos tothe head and scores heavy. Leonard is 
Leonard staggers Hearns. then hurt by combos and is 
Hard right drives H~arns into sent reeling into the ropes. 
the corner as the roun d ends. Leonard dances away as rom1d 
Round Seven -Leonard ends. 
Round Ei2ht Round Eleven-Hearns 
Hearns dances as blood ap- Round Twelve 
pears to be coming from his Short right is landed by 
mouth. Hearns stays ·~way Leonard as Hearns seems to 
with jabs as he seems to be tire. Leonard senses weakness 
recove~ing from round seven. and closes in. Hearns seems to 
Leonard is not attacking as be on the run as Leonard is on 
Hearns jab seems to bother fire. Combo win round for 
~ Ell ll' cc c CJ College Students m cm mo 13 co 
c. Cornell O TC3 ° Ithaca- Colleoe ~ 
leonard. 
Round Twelve- Leonard 
Round Thirteen· 
Hearns trips and falls ·as 
Leonard rushes in. flurries 
stagger Hearns as he is pushed 
intolhe ropes. Hearns hits the 
canvas at round's end due to a 
· Leonatd right. 
round thirteen-Leonard 
Round Fourteen 
Leonard sends three or four 
rights to Hearns head and sen-
ds him reeling to the canvas. 
Hearns is sent to a neutral 
corner as the righters meet 
again Leonard scores again at 
will to Hearn's head. . The 
fight was stopped by 
. referee, Danny Pearl. the 
motor city hitman was undone 
by someone as sweet as sugar. 
HELP WANTED 
Evenings and weeken~s _ 
Apply in, the afternoon, in person 
·Pudgies Pizza 
·Elmira Road 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads,. rugs. and tablecloths 
-- . -:from India 
·Don't just put them an 
· your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them } 'ii on your table, for a sofa 
'i <t'@ cover, ho~ abo_ut ~urtains? 
. t!{i) , Use ',OunmagmatJOn. 
fr,.,, =•d• $4.95 it"),! 
.~ Rugs ~ hom 
·1 HAIRCUTSS THE STATION -
Clll ' ' 
c, Reg. Student½ mi, : 
cs Male ::1:1 l!I g Haircut .•...•...••.. 8 SO 4.25 _ g 
c Female c-) r.:i 
CJ - 1:3 
a c Haircut ........... 11.95 5.97 _ m, a g includes shampoo & blo dry ._.,, ~~ g 
a (long hair sliQDtlY more) «al • ~ti g This offer expires January 1, 1982 To be ~ ' .. ~ 
t:I ehpible for this gre3t sa1·•ngs you 'must · '·-._, '// • Ill 
0 present your student J. D. r.ard and one · ,_,.. · Cl 
0 other_ source of 1dentif1cat1or,. No excep.- 408 E. STATE ST. Ci 
0 lions to this policy 2n-1111 a 
oo c CJ I with this "adja_c ca cc a _ca a c:u:i o iJ a~ 
A colorful ,1tmosphere 
from out of the past 
tor your d,nmg en1cyment 
SAUE_ MONEY llillH -TARE-OUT .. FOOD 
FROM ·OUR DELI and BAKERY DEPT.I 
. .. - . '\ 
-* OVERSIZE ·SANDWICHES~ 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO. EA·T MACA_RONI SAt~D · 
* COOKIES. ROLLS & BREAD· . 
Stationmaster -
Joe C,aschi's 
un,que restaurant 
FOR RESERnrw.,·s PLEASE PJlONE 
• STEAKS 
o PRl!\1E RIBS 
o LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES 
THE WAITING ROOM/ 
THE BAGGAGE ROOM/ 
' . · THE TICKET OFFICE 
LOCATED IN THE FORMER RAILROAD PASSENGER COCKTAIL LOt•SGE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD AT TH_E BAl'iQllET FACILITIES 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST TO %OD. 
·•' 
Saturdays Til_Midnight • Sunclays 8:~m ~-.6 pm _ 
7 42 s. Meadow-St., Ith-aca 
·- ~ .;;. 
-{ . 
.,_ 
....... 
., 
~ 
'~ 
" ·, 
·, 
' , .... 
I· 1-: 
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NiXon 
DURHAM, NC (CPS) - Until a 
few. weeks ago, most of the 
students, alumQi and faculty 
members at Duke University 
either chuckled or tried to forget 
about their most famous alum-
nus - ,Richard Nixon; 1937 
honors graduate of the Duke law 
school. 
But no one's laughing now as 
Nixon,· eight years after his foll 
from the presidency, has demon-
strated he still has the ability to 
make· a campus boil . in con-
troversy. 
Duke's Board of·Trustees has 
ended the first month of heated 
debate by passirm a resolution 9-
2 in early September to continue 
talks toward building the Nixon 
presidential library on the Duke 
campus .. 
*Balanced Budget 
continued from page 6 
in only three years. 
Ir will take a.t least $20 
billion a year to be shaven off, 
to come close to balancing the 
budget. 
Military spending would be 
the pergect place of attack if 
we were not in an almost arms 
race.(Negotiations would save 
Billions). 
Of course negotiations take 
time and more time. What 
President Reagan should do 
now is put his pride aside and 
be bold enough to admit to his 
mistake of frying to construct 
the wonder budget'. 
Next he sfiourct· revitaffa:e tne 
budget in all areas coming up 
with c1realistic deficit. It may 
not be what we would like, but 
at least it will be a start in 'the 
right direction. 
:-: .... \ , THE ITHACAN ·PaJ?e 17 
till Brill.gs Controversy 
· ed bli · , d president. The idea of building the library can be built, Nixon and trustee call the pu city an Mntord . causuons 1na1 
Nixon library at Duke was the federal governm~nt must controversy sparked by the "nobody expects this to be a 
publicly broached in mid-August formally approve Duke's library proposal "unpreceden- shrine, including Mr. Nixon. 
by university President Terry proposal. A private foundation, ted." . . . . There would be st,rict 
Sanford, who revealed he had established by the I former Emotions ran high dunng the limitations" on the space in the 
met· with Nixon to discuss the president's friends, must raise four weeks between Sanford's library set aside for a Nixon 
notion. about $25 million for construe- announcement and the trustees's museum. 
The presidential records in- tion. The trustees also stipulated vote. A truStee emeritus, Nixon has publicly said, 
valved -- 36 million documents that Nixon must "surrender to ~happy ~ver the idea of the however, that ~e expects the 
and 6000 hours of tape - date the university for the benefit of library, resigned from the ?0 '.1fd library to include a museum. All 
from the late forties, when the library all right, title and in- and renounced all affihation , six other presidential libraries 
Nixon first went to Congress. terest" in the presidential papers with Duke. . Ano~h<:T . D~ke around the country include 
The papers currently reside'in a so they are "freely available for alumnus, ~u(itzer Pnze-wmmng museums of varying size. 
Washington, D.C. warehouse. scholarly research purposes." author W1llla1!1 Styron, also According to Sydney 
Duke's trustees also voted to If negotiations are successful, denounced the library plan. Nathans, an associate history 
donate about 30 acres of campus construction of the library could P Ian supporters are,ue the professor at Dnke and a library 
land as a home for the papers, if , begin in· 3-5 years, according to librru,:'s research value would opponent, the r .. '.io of tourists to 
certain conditions are met. Duke lawyer Eugene McDonald. outweigh what others see as the researchers at the six existing 
The trustees' vote was far The negotiations, however, bu i I ding' s in e vi tab I e presidential libraries to I 000 to 
from a final decision. Before the probably won't be quiet. On~ memorializing of the former one. 
.@·@@@® @@®6)@® ®@©® ©e>@ee 0@@@0@@00@00 00@0 oo ~{ -o i SKATINGHOURS -·~ROLLER INFi5=~0N: ~ 
·: __ -~WORLD g 
: ~~-"~-"- ~ ~ : 
• 'S!!D'&AI ~ 
• @ 
9 ~lllJI\ Special:This Friday 1fhru Next W~(t 9/23 @ 
• $1.00 Off Regular Admission : 
: When You Present Your 11.Co JIJJ). Card d) 
9 G 
@ u~~ @ 
A ~ ~ SCHEDULE: ® 
VII' .@ 
: Wednesday 7-l}*Rock-n-Roll Oldies· ·@ 
• Friday 6:30-1:00*Top Forty & D,isco @ 
·• . · Saturday 11:00am-4:30 & 6:30-3:00am 8 
• Sunday 1:00-5:30 & 7:00~11:00 : 
; Tuesday 7:00-11:00*0ld Fashioned : 
1,._-------..11~ Organ Music ~ @ 
.SHRIMP 
ON THE SALAD BAR 
:?7k@__~ 
Wine Country 
Restaurant 
Phone 607-2]2-6484 
~ .. ;r~·lt{; • ' ' , ,.''1"""'1"""~ 
-'·:" : Enjoy Our Harvest of· .· 
.; Fine Local Wines : 
. in New York State's . 
{:: Most Beautiful Setting. . ·. 
.,,,, .. . . ~ . . . 
WEEKDAYS Dinner--is, served · 
from 5 - ~O PM. . · · 
WEEKENDS .until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on request. 
SUNDAY-AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM. 
{Senior Citiz~ns 10% 01?count) 
.. iJIRECTIONS:-
Located on Route 13. 3 miles 
soutli of downtown . Ithaca. 
Only 30 minutes from Elmira 
or 1 hou,r tnlm Syracuse: - . 
@ ···········-······················ ...• ...................................... ® @ .•.............. , ............................................................. @ 
@ © 
0 .. ~-.. Ride 'Jfhe 515 fF ree ~ 9 @ 
: BUS FROM ITHACA COLLEGE TO ROJLlLEJR : 
: WORLD EVERY FRIDAY &,SATURDAY NHGIHf1f: 
@ · FROM THE FOLLOWING POlINTS: @ 
8 BUSSCHEDULISI : 
: ITHACA TO ROLLER WORLD . . /ilOLII.ER WORB.D 'il"O Dii"HAC£ ~ 
• TOWERS lOi"J" 8:20 1 O: l O 1 l :55 ~ ,i.EAVE ROLLER WORLD 11 :30 O 
• EGBERT UNION 8 23 10 13 11 58 · 1 :OO @ w : : : .-? TOWERS LOT 0 J" 11 :50 1 :20 e 
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V o~unteers : 
..... 
Displaced Homemokers needs help 
in working with widowed, divorced or 
separated women providing legal 
assistance and information. 
. Offender Aid and· Restorollon 
(OAR) needs advocates to work with 
jail immates and their families, 
training and supervision provided. 
Southside Community Center needs 
recreation aides, arts and crafts in-
structors, projects leaders and reading 
tutors. Work with minority children 
while receiving good supervision. 
See Elaine Leeder in Muller 307 or call 
her at 274-33 II to discuss these and 
many more alternatives. 
Offender, Aid and Restoration 
(OAR) fights crime by providing sup, 
port and .counseling to criminals who 
want to find new and better ways of 
structuring their lives. 
OAR Is offering o training program 
for new volunteer counselors begin-
ning Saturdoy, September 19th. 
Classes will meet three times o week 
for two weeks, for II total of 22 hours. 
Ther training sessions focus on 
three.major areas: I) An overview of 
the Criminal Justice System; 
2)Problems particular to prisoners or 
ex-prisoners; and 3) The traits of an 
effective volunteer. There will be 
presentations by OAR staff, represen-
tatives of the jail staff, the probation 
department and the courts, as well as 
by ·ex-prisoners. 
OAR is a community based volun-
teer program providing counseling 
and support to prisoners in the Tom-
pkins County Jail. Trained volunteers 
are matcher on a one-to one basis with 
prisoners in the Tornp-kins County 
Jail. Trained volunteers are matched 
on a one-to-one basis with prisoners 
in the Tompkins County Jail, as will 
as with ex-prisoners returning frorr, 
state prison facilities to the county. 
Volunteers wok with prisoners 
cstablcishing strong supportive 
relationships and dealing with 
problems upon release, assisting them 
with problems of re-entry into the 
community. 
The OAR volunteer~ form the 
foundation of the OAR program. We 
look for a number of qualities in our 
vounteers - maturity, responsibility, 
empathy, a desire to work with 
people, a healthy set of personal 
motivations, and a·n interest in one's 
personal growth through self-
awareness. However, previous 
training or experience is not necessary. 
OAR requests that volunteers make a 
commitment to work with prisoners or 
ex-prisoners for at least ten hours a· 
monthe for one year, and to attend 
monthly feedback se~sions. 
Individuals interested in enrolling in 
the September 19th training program, 
or who wish more information, should 
call OAR at 272-788S. 
The Alternate School in W11tkins 
Glenneeds help working with 16-21 
year old high school dropouts. Work 
in projects with small groups or tutor 
on a one to one basis. Transportation 
provided. Excellent opportunity for 
developing teaching and counseling 
skills. 
Rallys 
Thousands of people will be rallying 
against apartheid in Albany next 
Tuesday, September 22. The Ithaca 
Coalition Against Apartheid invites 
you to join them in demonstrating 
against South Africa's national rugby 
team, which will be playing in Albany 
that evening. A . caravan will be 
leaving at noon Tuesday from the 
Africana Center at Cornell and from 
the Greater Ithaca Activities Center, 
· downtown. Riders will be expected to 
share all expenses. If you can offer a 
space in your car, ·or if you need a 
ride, call Rory at 272-2737 or Yana at 
273-8213. 
Dear students, while you were gone, 
Ithaca was awake. . . ' 
THE ITHACAN 
Anhouncements 
The petitions are part of a national, 
grass roots movement taking hold in 
more than 33 states under the banner 
of the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Cam-
paign. 
The immediate goal of the national 
campaign is to gather 5,000.signatures 
in every Congressional district to 
document opposition to a renewed 
nuclear arms race. The long range 
goal is educational, and the organizers 
say they expect to be in business for 
several years. \. . 
. The local, Tompkins Co11nty Freeze 
Campaign got under way in early June 
and attracted over 150 members to its 
first few meetings. More people are 
needed to sign and circulate petitions, 
says canvassing chairman Irene Stein. 
"Our goal is 5,000 or more signature 
by November .ind we could certainly 
use help from students," she said. 
March on· Wasblngton-Solldarity School of Business Seeks Students 
Dlly-8eptember 19 for Dean's Student advisory Council: 
Why: To' protest the Reagan Ad· The School of Business invites studen-
ministration budget cuts on vital -sociaj ts to apply for membership ori the 
programs. __ De~n's Stu~ent ~~vi_sor~ Council. 
Who: Solidarity Day was organized The . Counc!_l_ will consist of ap-
by the labor movement and has prox1ma~ely twe_lve students and- will 
received ,endorsements from almost m_eet twice each semester. Members 
200 national non-labor groups will be selected by random draw to 
representing women, minorities, ·represent all four programs an~ four 
students, and professionals. class_ ~evels (Frosh thr~ugh Sem~rs(. 
When: Saturday, September 19, 1981 .Addmonal rne~bers will be nppomted 
- A one day demonstration in by t~e . Busmess ~ch?ol student 
Washington, D.C. from 10 a.m. to S orga~1zations. Appbcations m~y- be 
p,m. obt~med from Mrs. Dee Floros !n the 
For more information 11nd transpor- Business School office 011 the 14th 
talion arrangements call Regina floor· of the West Tower. The 
Kelhenny 277-1473. ?eadline for the receipt of applications 
1s October 2, 1981. 
Business <;:areer Planning -
Septem~er 17, 19~1_ 
State Assembly Session Intern 
Program will present a special infor-
mational seminar on Thursday, Sep-
tember 24, from 3:30 - 5:00 p.m. in 
· Science 202. The Assembly Intern 
Program offers college Juniors and 
Seniors an opportunity to become in-
volved in State government operations 
and legislative processes. _A stipend 
and credits can be earned for this ex-
perience. Our guest ·speakers will in-
clude; · William F. Passannante, 
Chairman and Speaker Pro Teln; H. 
Sam MacNeil, District Assemblyman; 
and Dorothy Lord, Program Coor-
dinator. Students, staff and faculty 
. wishing to attend are asked to sign up 
in advance at Career Planning, !st 
floor Gannett as soon as possible. 
Pre-Law students and students in-
terested in pursuing an MBA degree 
will be interested in the two programs 
seheduled for late October. On 
Tuesday, October 27, 7:00- 8:30 p.m., New York regional_organizer, Rod Morris, said the petition drive is 
designed to make the dangers of our 
current arms p'olicy a campaign issue 
by the November elections. 
School of Business Seeks Junior or 
Senior Students For Tenure And 
Promotion Committee 
in Gannett I I I, Career Planning will 
sponsor the program "MBA Degree: /!. 
The Fall 1981 Issue of the "Blacl Fact and Fiction", featuring guest.~ .. 
Collegian", a ·magazine for bl11ck : from Cornell's Graduate Busines, l~_.:,· 
college students, has orrlved and is School Admissions Office. On the 
available free from the Coreer Plan- following night, Wednesday, October 
nlng Office. 28, 7:00 - 8:30.p.m., we will hold the 
tJ 
ii 
" 
Petitions and bumper stickers are 
available at many ·local stores, in-
cluding The Bookery and Sweet 
r>reams in tht: DeWitt Mall, 
Smedley's, McBooks, Sunshine 
Natural Foods downtown, and the 
Apple Blossom Cafe in College~own. 
Persons interested in canvassing may 
contact Irene Stein at 272-3167. 
Two (2) Junior or Senior Business 
students are needed to serve on the 
1981-82 School of Busines5 Ten11re 
and Promotion Committee. The work 
will be accomplished pdmarily during 
the month of October 1981. Students 
may self nominate or nominate others 
for the post by completing appropriiite 
forms which are available. from Mrs. 
Dee Floros in the School of Business 
office on the 14th Ooor of the West 
Tower. Election date for the two 
students will be October 1st and 2nd, 
1981. The election will be held in the 
School of Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for completed nomination 
forms is September 25, 1981. All 
students from the School of Business 
office on the 14th floor - West Tower -
ori either Ociober !st or 2nd. 
·- Our Peer Career Counselors for program "Law School: Myths and 
1981-1982 are Peeka Bunnell, Mary Jo Realities" with guests from the _Cor- v 
Gay, Velyne Genece, Judy Golden- nell Law School Admissions--Qffice. 1l 
Cornell University focally, sym-
pothetlc to the goads or the campoign 
have contributed S125 so far toword 
the loco! effort in response to a fund 
drive lnitioted last week. Nuclear 
physicist and Nobel laureate Hans 
• Bethe offered a note of support with 
his contribution saying that the cam-
paign goal of halting_ the arms race is 
virtually "the most important in 
today's political world." Campaign 
organizers expect to contact faculty at 
Ithaca College as well. 
· berg, Eric Goldman, Leslie Klein, Students are asked to sign up in ad- a 
Cheryl Lidestri, Peter Taffae, Anna vance for both of these programs. ri 
Marie Toto, and Lori Van Dusen. These' events are open to the entire fl 
These students volunteer counselors campus community. Check "Career ~ 
will be available in the Career Plan- News" for details! " 
ning Office at various hours 1981 MBA Forums, which include 
throughout the week. Please join us in representatives 'from more than 50 • 
welcoming them to our staff. graduate programs will be held in Nev. • 
Senior -Accounting students arc York City on October 2-3 and in 
reminded that Frjday, September 18 is Boston on November J3-J4. Check 
the deadline for submission of the GMAT Registration' Packcl. 
resumes for interviewing with the Big available at Career Plans, for more in-
Eight Accounting firms. Also, the formation. 
special "Interviewing Semjnar for Ac- Applications for the 1982-1983 
counting Students" on Tuesday, Sep- State of New Jersey Garden Staie 
The film, ''War Without Winners" 
will be shown at the next public 
meeting of the Tompkins County 
Campaign:. Sept. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Presbyterian Church on Cayuga 
Street. The film was produced by the 
Center for Defense Information, 
Washington D.C., l_leaded by retired 
Rear Admiral of the U.S. Navy, Gene 
tember 22, 7 p.rn. in GI 11 will be Graduate Fellowships are available at 
The Ithaco College School of Business mandatory for all senior accounting the Career Planning Office. The 1 
is accepting opplications for transfer. -students who intend to interview with awards, worth $4000 a year, are gran- ,1 
Frosh may not apply until their second the visiting Big Eight Accounting fir- ted to New Jersey residents who will .l 
semester. While each -case is con- ms. attend New Jersey graduate in- 1 
sidered on an individual basis, ap- Students planning to take standar- stitutions. For more information 
plicants who have: (I) a cumulative dized admission tests for graduate check with Vicki Cox, Career lnfor-
avcrage of 2.5 or above, and (2) have schools this year are urged to check ·'rnation Specialist. · 
completed math courses (13-105, 108), the administration dates very closely. The Foreign Service Exam for 1981 
1 
R. LaRocque. The public is welcome. 
economics courses (06-121,122) a ,The truth in testing law will affect &he )las been scheduled for December 5. 
writing course (77-), natural or applied number of administrations offered i.., 1981 with deadline for applications .j 
For more information contact Jack 
Goldman, 273-5055 Bus. or 273-7847 
home, Ruth Yarrow 272-4943 home, 
Irene Stein 272-3 I 67. 
science course(s) will receive the New York State. Check the test being October 23, 1981. The.Foreign 
strongest consideration. Applications ·bulletins for exact information. Service of the United States assists the 
are available in the School of Business ·Bulletins for the GRE, the LSAT, President and Secretary of State ir 
office on the 14th floor of the West GMAT, and the MCAT's are planning, conducting and implemen 
Tower. ?e~dlin7 for completed tran- available at Career Planning. ting our foreign policy at home anc 
. . sfer apphcauons 1s November 3,_ 198_1_- .,. ,, ~=~~-:,~:~!~ti~:5}r~~.:~'.:!1h~-~- Y?!~ .. "_a_bro!id. Succ~~sfg!.,~oriw!,e~ing o_f _ch, 
/ .. ~:::21.:<L~k,,«'L;c,.i-.--·;;:,,v:V.L.>:Y.,1;\v,,.L .• A?llk,r@&?~:; .E:tlzt.;£rit!.-&t+~:,,,w2£/ x,~j~:k"":,;}\;~;r~1,k\K~.£r[~-
Music 
/'\_,rLll'>"•IOll, l. J'_~_s), 
t,,i ,! ,\ud., J prn 
t J-id. \'11J1.L', ~. _1~_}_!!:.,l.'.J!• 
\,11Jl·11h.111L'r Hc10:-1, l p:r. 
I Li 11]L\ \'111\l', :,1. !uJr.1L'(, 
l,,r,! i11d •• J pr1 ---
• -1,•1~ uirclu.J.Jv CunLcrt, 
1, ..... ,rv.1tl,r1.·, :-1. c,,vcrt. 
"L\111t, F,1rd ,\111..I., 
tL ! , 11"• 
J lJ1Jf... I H, FUR\o.'MW • . .• 
t.oru ,•re Sc-.1son Concert 
with J,1n UcC,.act,1ni, 
CIL'ZZlJ ~Jpr.1no, :)OJ 
, £,ilbcrc Kalish, pl.ino, 
ford A.ud,, 8: 15 pm. 
,\dr.d•,5ion ch,1n,;cd. 
Theatre/Films 
S.A.ll. Film ... A Clockwork 
Orange_. textor 102, 7 
,3nd 9: JO pn. Adnission 
clh1q~ed. 
l\l:1tlitions for child 
,1ctor!> (8 to 10 year 
nld!.), Arena Theatre, 
I - ) pr.1. for lC produc-
tion 110riilks Before 
D.Ln~r." 
s.,\. B. Film - ,\ clockwork 
Onmgc. Tcxtor!Ol,7-
.ind 9: 30 pm. Admission 
chJrgcd-
\\'est ,\fric.Jn Dance Farr.ts 
H.1stcr Class, oancc 
Circle. Sponsored by 
Theatre Arts, Anthropol-
ogy and Soc io!ogy, ) : 30 
to 5:30 p:n. 
September 1,!! 
West African Dance Forms 
Ha!ltcr c:ass, Dance 
Circle, Sponsored by 
The at re Arts, Mthropol-
ogy Jnd Soclology, 3:30 
co 5: 30 pm. 
S.A.B, FilJ!I - The 11.1gic 
Christian, TcxtDr 102, 
8 pm. Admlsolon charged 
Scptettbcr li 
Lectures/Seminars~ 
Scptctrbcr ll 
How to Wr1 te a Resume 
that will Open Doors, 
Gannett 111. I p:er. 
Meetings 
September ~ 
The f.;.av!g3tors, Ot~::iottc 
Room, Union, 7:)0 prr.. ' 
Sports Etcetera 
tl1..·,ti. 1 11 
p,, ... t,•,!. 
Sign up in Career Plans. 
September 1Q 
Scpter.iber .!!_'" V & J\' FJ.t•ld !li1lkL•\·, v-.. 
. Oneont..1, l: 10 p"1 C 10 
Student Congrcs5 1'raininJ 
Yoga Club, M.:iin Ch,1pcl, 
8 co 10 pm. 
~orkshop, Egbert Union Americ.Jn Soci~tv Pc:"rsonnel 
Pub, 4 to 7:30 pai.. Administartic:in. Dcmotte 
Room. Union, 9 pm 
Scptcr:ibcr ll 
Senior Accountin):';, Ser.tina 
Gannett 111, 7 to 
8:30 pm. Sign up in 
Career Planning. 
September ll 
Creative Job Search 
Str.itcgies, Gannett 
115, 2 pm. Sign up in 
Career Planning. · 
5cptember ~ 
Oricnt.J.tion to Rccruit-
ing/lntcrv icwing 1 
Gannett 114,. 10 c101. 
Sign up in Career P lan5 
Mse111bly Intern Progra.-:i 
informational seminar 
for the New York StDtc 
Legislotut'e, Sc.icnce 
202, 3: 30 to s· pz:i. 
Sepcec:Her ll 
Marketing Club, Job Roon, 
Union 1 7 pm 
Jlistory Tuto?"ing Progrc.Jm, 
Gannett 107/8, 7-9 pm 
Student Government, Union 
Dining Hall, 8 pm. 
[nformational meeting for 
students interested in 
medicine, dentistry. 
osteopathy, podiatry. 
Veterinary rncdicinc. etc~ 
Sc iencc 202, 8 po. 
Spon.sored by Pre-l!edlcal-
Scicnccti Adv 11 .. ory Ccr0-
r.11t tec. 
·London Center Information 
meeting, Job Room. 7 pt:1 
Coalition ~f Studerlt 
Activists. Gannett 114, 
6 - 7: 30 plll 
Septec:bcr £i 
t-'orncn '~. ~lH'I.. er. \..,. 
Cort l,rnd. J: 30 pr:i { ,\) 
f!~..:!E...f_!!!.!..n_Cf..L• \•-.. l!i•"i.1rt/ 
Lt•!-foync..· .. !. pm (\) 
Y!a.!'E..!.;.):...J.C!!.r!_i_• •• \'~. ~l. 
Lawrcnc.·c. l p::· (,\I 
:'?.£.p_t.::..~1!..c.r 1 2.9 
Fnl 1 B~H,cb.i1 l. ,·-.. ~ l l'll,1 
c2T;lpmG\) 
~ C!!_ll E. .! :!. 
V & JV FJcl<l lf1,ck1...•,. , . ..,, 
-C,• l,;at~O-ii:;(,\) 
J\,' SocC<!.t", v~. ~onrl''-'. 
4 pm (!\) ' 
..... \.IL · p, it., r 
I 1 -.,1 JI J, nli 1, • 
"Pr1.. p 1i1 l." ' 
II ii I • ..,h 1 1 • 
\,1,.-J.._..,)<'I\ •, 1: I 
C,,1--.1 jll lt , \' I 
:,-1tt.l1 I' ;I l· 
{ 
\1.'j'l• 11 , 1 .' 
\\l•\t,l \'\n : \\ L 
k11 .... 1i l;,11 t 
X11-1111 1L 1•'11 •'1·,nl I J:\1 
·,,:1 ..... h,,,:, ,,• 
Hu~ 1111•-.-. I, m,r,· 
.,ihl 1•,-,,:-,•l l.·n 
(\1r::1tlo.,. :• 111.-i 
,llhl ... 1..•nl,•1 ' 
b11-. ln1..•:-.:-. --tu.:, ot--
1,nJv, 
Fall b.Jscb,11! , .. \'.!.. Ldh•yn1..t--
J pm_ (II) 
~~J_<.._rn ... by_! .2-f! 
Over 2,000 residents here in To1i'1- ·-
pkins County have signed petitions 
durjng the summer weeks calling for a 
bilateral freeze on the building and 
'deployment of nuclear weapons by the 
United States and the Soviet Union. 
War \lithout \Hnncro, 
Filnr and D1ocuso1on on 
Nuclear Disarnuua.Cnt. 
Gann~tt I It, 8 pm. 
Recruiting, ~ 
McthOdiGt Univeroicy, 
sign up in C.orccr 
Planning, 
The Navigators. Dcmottc 
Room, Union, 7: JO pm 
cot:1pilod by the O{flcc 0{
0 
Campu,. A<-tlvltics - mlz 
F.oll Golf, vs. Lt!Mo,·n1..•. Jp..,, (H) . 
Septcr.iber ~2 
'f'al l Col f, .it HrookLCa 
lnvitatConal, 8:30 Jm 
.--........ 
---·-·--···--~- .. -
;. 
in 
·n 
Id 
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ign Service Test is the first step ir 
ring a position. No specifil 
rs are required, but the ability tc,, 
k and write clearly and concisely 
iven high priority in selection. 
wledge of foreign languages is not 
ired for appointment, but once' 
• elude Wjllian' F. Passannante, Chair-
man ~d Speaker Pro Tern; H. Sam 
MacNell, District Assemblyman; and 
Dorothy Lord, Program C9ordinator. 
Students, staff and faculty wishing to 
attend are asked to sign up in-advance 
-at Career Planning, 1st floor Gannett 
as soon as possible. 
The Upstairs Gallery is located in 
the DeWitt Office Complex at 21S 
Nort~ Cayuga Street, one short flight 
upstairs. For those wishing to avoid 
the stairs, a ramp and elevator are 
available at the Buffalo Street entran-
ce to the DeWitt Building. Hours are 
Tuesday through Friday from i I to 
4:30and Saturdays from 11 to 1:30. 
the Johnson Museum. 
Museum hours are JO a.m. to s p,m. 
Tuesday through Sunday. 
Student Government 
Sept. 27 Junior fl.;te recital by Judy 
Sterio. l p.m. Fo~d Hall Nabenhauer 
Room. 
Sept. 28 Graduate saxophone lec-
ture/recital by Larry Neumann. 7 
p.m. Ford Hall Nabenhauer Room 
Sept. 29 Faculty oboe recital · by 
Pete~ H~drick. 8:15 p.m. Ford Hall 
Auditormm. 
d, new ,officers must demonstrate 
petence in at least one foreign 
uage before the end of . his/her 
ationary period. For applications 
by Career Plans. 
visiting faculty from Western 
England School of Law will con-
a "mock Law class" on campus 
rsday, October 1, 2:00-3:00 p.m., 
areer Planning. Individual ap-
tments can be arranged. Please 
up in advance. 
so on Thursday, Octobtr 1, from 
-10:30 at Career Planning, 
essor Elliot Berg· from Vermont 
School will conduct a seminar on 
chool related topics. He will be 
able for individual appointments 
10:30 to noon., Please sign up in 
ce. 
ormation concerning the 1981. 
es Scholarsnips applications is 
able from· Ferris Cronkite, 320 
er. . 
Ithaca College Seniors who wish 
rticipate in the on campus em-
ent recruiting must attend the 
entation to Recruiting/lnter-
ng Workshop". This workshop 
ered several times this semester 
is conside_[ed a pre-requisite for 
iting. Students will also need 
copies of their. resumes available 
signing up for on campus inter-
coming workshops include: 
,1:i, ·: lob Search", Wednesday, 
" ,,,., 23, 2-3 p.m. in GI IS; 
.-1 · ations to Recruiting/Inter• 
",'', Thursday, September 24, 
· IT'. in GI 14, and "Self Direc-
·rc1·". Tuesday, September 29, 
2 I' m. in Gll4. Please sign up 
. • ,111<:c for all workshops and 
.. ,u are considerjng Federal Em-
ncnt, application instructions 
forms for professional 
11eering, libra:-ian positions, 
ations positions, and physical 
ces positions are available at 
r Plans. Check with Vick Cox 
r Information Specialist. ' 
sume Critique Clinics, every 
esday evening 7-9 p.m. and 
~Y morning 10:30-12 noon, 
.1de students with a quick 
ssional critique of resumes and 
letters. All inquiries are handled 
walk-in basis so, walk in soon! 
presentatives from the Southern 
dist University Edwin Elcox 
I of Business will be on campus, 
Y, S:ptember 25, from 9-5p.m. 
nts interested in learning more 
theii: MBA program are urged 
n up m advance at Career Plan-
Check the "Career News" for 
information about our Graduate 
ol recruiting schedule. 
e Morehead Fellowships in Law, 
students of superior academic 
vement attending the University 
0
~
th Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Ima, 
Morehead Fellowships in Law, 
students of superior academic 
evement attending the University 
North Caroli~. at Chapel Hill, 
rts an application deadline of 
uary l5, 1982. · Further inquiries 
be addressed to: · The Dean, 
00) of Law, University of North. 
0 (ma, Chapel Hill, North 
olma, 27514. . 
formation from the U.S. Office 
ersonnel Management concerning 
P.A.C.E. exam and government 
·t as Computer Specialists is 1 ab_le from Vicki Cox, Career ln-
a_tion Specialist in ttle · Career 
nnmg Office. 
__ S:nlor - Accounting students are 
· reminded that Friday, September 18 is 
the deadline for submission of 
resumes for interviewing with the Big 
Eight Accounting firms. Also the 
special "Interviewing Seminar fo~ Ac-
counting Students" will bemandatory 
for all senior accounting students who 
in_ten~ to interview with the visiting 
Big Eight Accounting firms. 
1981 M.B.A. Forums, :which in-
clude representatives from more than 
SO graduate programs will be held in 
N.ew York City on October 2-3 and in 
Boston on November 13-14. Check 
the. GMAT registration . packet, 
available at Career Plans, for more in-
formation. 
Pre-Law students and students in-
te~ested_ in pursuing an M.8.A. degree 
will be interested in the two programs 
scheduled for late October. On 
:ruesday, October 27, 7:00-8:30 p.m., 
m Gannett 111, Career Planning will 
sponsor the program "M.B.A: 
Degree: Fact and Fiction", featuring. 
guests from. Cornell's Graduate 
Business Schou! Admissions Office. 
On the following night, Wednesday,\ 
October 28, 7:00-8:30 p.m., we will 
hold the program "Law School: 
Myths and Realities" with guests from 
the Cornell Law School Admissions 
Office. Students are asked to sign up 
in advance for both of these 
programs. These events are open to 
the entire campus community. Check 
"Career News" for<letails. 
Students planning to take standar-
, dized admission tests for graduate 
schools this yeaf' are urged to check 
the administration dates very closely. 
The truth in testing law will affect the 
number of administrations offered in 
New York State. Check the test 
bulletins for exact information. 
Bulletins fpr the GRE, the LSA 1;, 
GMAT, and the MCAT's are 
availa_ble at Career Planning. 
The Foreign :,erv1ce r.xum 1or, 
has been scheduled·for Dei:ember :,, 
1981 with deadline for applications 
being October 23, 1981. The Foreign 
Service of the United States assists the 
President and Secretary of State in 
planning, conducting and implemen-
ting our foreign policy at home and 
abroad. Successful completion of the 
Foreign Service Test is the first step in 
securing a, posision. No specific 
majors are required, but the ability to 
speak and write clearly and concisely 
is given high priority in selection. 
Knowledge of foreign languages is not 
required for appointment, but once 
hired, new offices must demonstrate 
competance in at least one foreign 
language before the end of his/her 
probationary period. For applications 
stop by Career Plans. 
Any students Interested in teaming 
more about the Penn State University 
Graduate School of Business are in-
vited to meet with the -visiting 
representative Wednesday, Sept. 16 
9:00-10:00 a.m. in the Career Plan-
ning Office. This information session 
is open to those who may want to 
know more about the M.B.A. degree 
in general. Please sign up in advance 
in Career Planning. -
A vlsltlng faculty member from 
Western New England School of Law · 
will conduct a "mock law class" on 
campus Thursday, October 1, 2:00-
3 :00 p.m. at Career Planhing. In-
dividual appointm!!nts can be 
arranged. Please sign up in advance. 
~ere will be an informational 
ling ~or students interested in 
<;ers m medicine, dentistry 
,atry ost h . ' 
. . ' eopat Y and veterinary 
icme Sept. 23 at 8 p.m. in S202. 
On Thursday, October 1, from 
9:30-10:30 111 (areer Planning, 
Professor Elliot Berg from Vermont 
Law School will conduct a seminar on 
law school related topics. He will be 
available for ,individual appointments 
from 10:30 to noon. Ple;tSe sign up iri 
' advance. 
epresentatives from lbe New York 
e Assembly Session Intern 
~ram will present a special infor-
llonal seminar. on Thursday, Sep-· 
ber 24, from 3:30-5:00 p.m. in 
nee 202. The Assem,bly Intern 
~ram offers college Juniors and 
IOr - ' 
Art Exhibits 
' 
A not-for-profit organization The 
Upstairs Gallery is dedicated to 
enriching the possibilities for viewing 
a_nd ~or purchasing original 
professional art. In addition, the 
Gallery-has been able to make a num-
ber of civic donations of art, and this 
part summer the Gallery offered free 
workspace to four local writers sleeted 
in a competition judged by a 
distinguished local panel. 
The staff of The Upstairs Gallery is 
entirely volunteer and welcomes both 
working and supporting members as 
well asyatrons, and of course, anyone 
who wishes.to buy or simply browse. 
The Gallery will have seven special 
shows this -season, pres·enting a wide 
variety of local and non-local contem-
porary. paintings, sculpture, and 
graphics. Members receive invitations 
to previews of each exhibition, and are 
entitled to certain discounts on pur-
chases. 
In addition to its own exhibitions in 
the DeWitt Office Complex, The Up-
stairs Gallery offers an outreach 
program. Additional art from 
"Ithaca Artists 1981" will be on view 
and for sale at First Bank, Community 
~orners, Cayuga Heights from Sep-
tember 16 through October J 7. 
Paintings by Dorothy Hoyt-
Dillingham, a local artists, will be on 
view and for sale during the fall at the 
Sheraton Art Gallery upstairs in the 
Convention Center lobby. A gala 
reception, open to the public, is 
scheduled for Sunday, September 13 
from 5:30 to 7. The artist will be' 
present . 
Information about future shows 
and details of membership may be ob-
tai,!led at the Gallery or by calling 272-
8614 during opening hours. 
· the Upstai~ Gallery wishes to thank 
all those who have supported us in the 
past, and extend a cordial welcome to 
newcomers. 
"Anne Ryan: will be on view at 
Cornell University's Herbert F. John-
son Museum of Art Sept. I-Oct. 18. 
The collages in the exhibition fall 
roughly into three modes in which 
Ryan worked simultaneously. Those 
in the first group share a definate 
figure/ground relationship with bits 
of _ fabric and material carefully 
arranged as elements on a 
background, sometimes singly and 
sometimes placed one on top of the 
other. 
In the second category, shapes are 
arranged irregularly in an overall 
distrib~tion, with no background, in 
the Abstract Expressionist style. 
The third group is ditinquished 1:iy 
the horizontal and vertical character 
of the geometric shapes which are 
meticulously placed and fitted 
together. These colh!ges are frequen-
tly framed as ovals, a device used by 
Picasso and Braque in their early 
Cubist collages. 
Ryan was born in New Jersey in 
1889 and moved to Majorca in 1931. 
During her two-year stay she suppor-
ted herself through her writing which 
was published in the Literary Digest 
and Commonweal. During this time 
she also visited Spain and Paris, where 
she was exposed to a broad range of 
contemporary art. 
In 1933, Ryan returned to the 
United States and lived in Greenwich 
Village, where she was surrounded by 
Americart and European emigre 'ar-
tists. By 1938, at the age of 49, she 
began to paint and, in 1941, she joined 
Stanley Williams Hayter's prin-
tmaking workshop-;- which had been 
moved to New York from Paris for 
the duration of World War II. 
Aie you riled by registration? Baf-
fled by the Bursar? Hassled by 
housing? Confued by the Coke 
machine which took your money? 
Otherwise wrapped up in red tape? 1 
If so, or if you have any other It's theatre "plus" this year at the 
problem that you don't know how to Dillingham Center for the Performing 
solve, ARTIC is here to help. ARTIC Arts as the Ithaca College Theatre 
!Alleviate Red Tape at Ithaca College) opens Its doors for the 1981-82 season. 
is a service of Student Government What's the plm,? Well, it star:s with 
that was set up last spring in order to a season subscription at a considerable 
help students get through red tape to savings over the single ticket price of 
solve their problems. $~.SO. For only $17.50, subscribers 
The way. ARTIC works is that a will choose their own seats for six 
~tudent picks up /In ARTIC form, fills shows for the price of five. Season 
11 out, and returns it to the Student ticket holders will also benefit from 
Go~ernment Office. Forms are I many "behind-the-scenes" activities 
available from RA's, Rd's, Student I p~an?ed this year, including in-
Congress Reps, the Egbert Union Job- v1tat1ons to "An Evening with the 
~Y, and the Student Government Of- . Director" and special tours of 
flee. Next, the ARTIC staff will verify Dillingham Center. 
th_e pro_blem with the student and work Another big plus for everyone is the 
with him/her to solve the problem. · Theatre's challenging Second Season 
1:he ~R!IC staff. will preserve con- ?f non-traditional theatre including 
f1dent1ahty. 'Uncommon Womm and Others" by 
All students are encouraged to use Wendy Wasserman, scheduled for 
~RTIC. a Student Government ser- Oct._ 13-15; "Sticks and Bones" by 
vice to help you. Any student in- David Rabe, to be staged Nov. 10-1"· 
tcrested in joining the ARTIC staff and '.'Taps" by Gladden Schrock, a;·, 
should contact Steve Hansler or Lisa pearmg Feb. 9-11. Second Season 
No~ember in the Student Government performances will be 8:15 pm except 
Office or call 274-3377. for Thursday shows will begin at 4: 15 
pm. Season ticket holders will be ad-
mitted free of charge and non-
subscribers will p'ay $ I at the door. Foreign Study 
The International Youth Study & 
Travel Institute is currently accepting 
applications from students interested 
in working on a part-time commission 
only basis as Regional Administrators • 
. The position· of Regional Ad-
ministrator involves the promotion of 
The regular season run will be 
another series of the quality produc-
tions Ithaca audiences have come to 
expect. E.L. Doctorow's "Drinks 
Before Dinner," a tale of a chic 
cocktail party held up by a gun-
bearing guest, opens the seaso•1 Sept. 
30-0ct. 3. · 
_ an educational study/travel program 
focusing on the motion picture and ·, 
television industry. Regional Ad-
ministrators are responsible for 
marketing this program to high school 
and junior college level teachers in 
their area. 
Dillingham's Main Theatre will then 
host Giradoux's classic "The Mad-
woman of Chailot' '; the story of a 
delightfully eccen.tric old woman's 
quest. ~o rid the world of greedy, 
parasitic people. 
The whole family can take pleasure 
in Aurand Harris' version of "An-
drocles and the Lion" which will open 
on Nov. 17 for four performances. A 
lovely heroine, a penniless Jover and a 
miserly guardian get what's coming to 
them, thanks to a household slave and· 
an unusual lion in this commedia de! 
arte style musical. 
Interested students may request 
more information on the position and 
an application form by writing. or 
calling: Program Coordinator, Inter-
natiQnal Youth Study & Travel In-
sti~ute, 6605 Hollywood Boulevard, 
Suite 213, Los Angeles,. California 
90028. (213) 465-6665 
Study In Seville! Students interested 
in learning more about the Ithaca 
College Semester/Year Seville, Spain 
Program, offered in conjunction with 
the International Institute of Seville 
are invited to attend an informatio~ 
meeting on September 16 or 24 the 
Union Job Room, 7-8 p.m. 'The 
Seville academic program, housing, 
travel, and application procedure will 
be discussed. 
l,(>,',1don Study 
'Students interest~ in studying at the ' 
London Center during the Spring '82 
se~es~~t must complete their ap-
plications and schedule an interview 
by October 23. For further infor-
mation please contact the Office of ln-
ternation.al Programs, Muller 218, 
x3306. 
~ntertainment 
Ithaca College Concert/Recital 1 
Schedule for September (All free and 
open to the public.) 
February 16 brings Amlin Gray's 
"The Fantod: A Victorian Reverie" 
to the stage. This is the tale of a 
charming stranger who enters a proper 
1854.English household bearing a let-
ter from a deceased member-·of the 
f~ily. Elegance and char.in slowly 
give way to a state of anxiety and fear-
-what the Victorians called a "fan-
tod." 
Next on the Theatre agenda is Ar-
thur Miller's "The Crucible" which 
opens March 30 for a four-day run. 
Set amidst the Salem witch hunts of 
1692, this drama explores \he dangers 
of mass hysteria. Witlf the same 
power and sensitivity that brought 
"Death of a Salesman" to the 
forefront of American theatre, Miller 
takes a lesson from the past to create a 
warning for the future. 
The final offering for this season , ..... 
will be the musical delight "Follies," 
by Stephen Sondheim and James 
Goldman. Winner of no less than 
seven Tony awards in 1973, "Follies'; 
is theatre about theatre. The 
Weismann Theatre, doomed to fall by 
wrecking ball, is the setting for oer-
formers past and present who want 
one more bow on the old familiar 
boards. 
All performances begin at 8:15 pm 
·with the exception of Sunday perfor-
mances which begin at 7:30 pm. 
For a short time Hayter's classes 
were held in Ryan's studio, which 
became a gathering place for both 
students and established artists. Able 
to observe firsthand a variety of 
~ept. Jq Faculty recital by Dana 
Wilson and Stephen Brown. S:! 5 
p.m. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Sept. 19 Junior percussion recital 
by ~har:Jes Peltz. 2 p.m .. Ford Hall 
Aud1tonum. 
Single ticket prices are $3,50 general 
admission, $2 senior citizens and non-
Ithaca College students and $1.50 for 
Ithaca College students, faculty and 
staff. ~udents, senior citizens and 
college faculty and staff ticket for 
"Androcles" are $2.SO. Sca-;on sub-
sctiptions are also available for senior 
citizens and non-1.C. students at.$10 
each, and for Ithaca students, faculty 
and staff at $7 each. Special discounts 
are also available for groups of twenty 
or more. 
t~hniques andJhe work of mature ar-
llSts, Ryan became more and more in-
volved with painting and printmaking 
and began to exhibit her work 
regularly. During the last six years of 
her life (1948-1954) Ryan produced 
about 400 collages, eds. an opportunity to become in- . 
1 
1
~ State government operations 
egislative Processes. A stipend 
. credits can be earned for this ex-
ience, Our, guest speakers. will in-· 
The Upstairs Gallery opens its 
nineteenth season on Wednesday, Sep· 
tember 16 wltba group show of new 
. w.or" by some forty area artists. The 
exhibition, "Ithaca Artists 1981 ", will 
continue through October 17. 
"Anne Ryan: Collages and Prints" 
was organized by the Museum of Fine 
' Arts in Houston, Texas. A brochure 
describing the exhibition is availabJe at 
· Sept. 20 . Graduate voice lec-
ture/recital by Stewart Buisch. I p.m. 
Ford Hall Nabenhauer Rm. Faculty 
voice recital by ·Mimmi Fulmer. 3 
p-;m. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Sept. 23 Bartok Birthday Concert -
· faculty members Ramon Salvatore, 
Mary Ann Covert and Gordon Stout. 
8: i5 o.m. Ford Hall Auditorium., 
·. For ti~kets, reservations, or more 
mformat1on, write or call the Ithaca 
College Theatre Box Offi Dill' h ICC at 
· mg am Center, ithaca 'Colic e 
Ithaca,.N.Y. 14850, 607-274-3224. g ' 
..... 
.... 
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Hey "Gimby"! Ken, For my favorite water-skier: MF, Happy 21st Finneman. --
Thanks for helping to make last Ithaca's water supply has been dwin- Thoughts and words may be Candy Time!!! RRRARRRR 
W-kend a great one-you're a great dling awfully fast! Please try to cut h d 8 f . d h' . Nancy and Terry "" down on the 34 minute showers, or at un ear ' ut our nen s ip is never --~---~------ ------------
roomie (even if you do snore} least shower with a friend!! silent. Nanc, _ 'Bend over a~d receive your Union 
Love ya! Love, Been in any saunas lately? Party at Dues. 
"Gorson"-your Bogart-buddy Concerned Garden Residents Th . I k" U h' d I b . N F' e g1r on twos us .P. t 1s wk , or c se oog1e to .. 
P.S. No S.C. and 0. chips on O.K.?Loveyamuch. 
' Goronkey Day?? We'll have to make Gallati, Richard, Squeeze. 
Hey Paul Saville, 
Where were you? _\, ·;.• 
JI;' up for it this weekend!! Turn that God Damn contour "What's up?!' 
P.S.S. To Glip's roomie-thanx for down!! Pat 
typewriter use! Pete&Shel 
Attention al! lady goronkeys: 
Penny, 
Negotiations have broken down! 
Amy 
Happy Birthday in September! You 
wild woman, you! Let's celebrate! 
ILY, . 
Lee whimsical 
Hi~-indulged recently? Wha'appened? 
Gd t spk ti y th thr wk. thngs ·r O K hr. 
Clssfy sm, pis. · 
Lv 
Jn 
Dave ' .. 
.; 
·1 
. ,, 
.. 
The first annual reunion of goronkeys 
is scheduled for the first weekend in 
O_ctober. More info to follow. 
My final offer is I Road Runner, for 
one Elmer Fudd. 
Shel 
______ o_li_ve_O_Y1 _____ • Steve 'Baby' Lyon 
- Chris Outwind, production 
manager for three y,:ars at 
WGBH in Boston arrives to IC 
as general manager for WVIC-
BABE: 
Hi, Baby. How're you doing?~How•s· 
Lynn.and MaryEllen, - life back in Ithaca? Mis_you loads ~ 
Keep drinking those pints - the hell and Eric and Peter. So does Sam-
AM and ICB-FM. He '_;. 
received his Masters in Broad- :i·_~,:.~_,·::: 
casting from Boston Univer- . 
Mama Bear, 
I hope you celebrated Goronkey Day 
in the fashionable way-you know-the 
old dead fly act! We'll see you the fir-
st weekend in October. Oooh baby: 
and its like my stomach is sooo big! 
HAPPY ONE YEAR!! 
Love ya, 
Bud 
with the "proper" way! Think of you . 1, 1 w· h I Id h d -1 t c my .. 1s cou ave ma e I o 
often & miss you lots! Cod - too bad I didn't. 
Susie IL y' Love 
---------'------ 'London Baby' 
sity. 
Outwind is in t}:le process of ( ,;. 
creating radio workshops and ,·_J,
1 intensified audio courses to .i~ Wombat & Shithead · 
Phi!, 
26-5-8, Party Place where nobody 
leaves straight. Amy_andDi, 
---------~---- After we graduate, what are we 
Sh~~anks for the free Macke meals. going to do with a 75 pound duck? Quack, Quack 
P-boo 
---'-----------Mich a e 1, 
Freeloader!!! you've degenerated into 
biting ankles,· drinking tequila and 
consuming ma\,ive quantities of 
STEAMERS. Despite it all, I'm glad 
~~~~i~~~ with the radio ; J 
Backgammon may be your game, but 
suck face is ours!!! Better luck next 
weekend! 
SusieQ, 
What other tricks do you have up 
your sleeve? 
----,----------· you're still in Ithaca. 
Outwind was responsible I'/~ 
for bringing the Starfleet Blair \' }i 
mobile Broadcast Unit to IC :-c. ',!l 
for a short visit. Th~ unit i~ ·: rJ; 
used for· satellite broadcasts \ j 
the 4 singular sensations Love, Amy, Janis & Deb 
Walrus: 
-~ood Lu.ck Saturday! 
ra 
Doug, Janis , 
We hear the orgy's in your room this 
Friday nite! Are we invited??? 
Hirupa Inc. Let's here it for the "friendly P". 
. Love, Miss 105 Celebrate in the Gardens!! It's 
------------ great to be back ra -the girls next door 
ToP.&D.: 
Brother Milford needs a mate ... 
Sometime soon? To the pre-game partiers, 
*FRENCH *GERMAN *SPANISH 
BOOKS 
Signed, Here's to 354· toasts, laughs, our 
"spirit", Arabian petroleum, laughs, 
_______ A_. ______ the leprechaun, Jack(or John) & most 
Widest Selection 
Lowest Prices 
Special Orders 
THE BOOKERY 
Dewitt Ma!! 
_ 273-5055 
Dear Diana-
Time is passing. The minutes are 
ticking away. Don't let a "second" go 
by, Love, 
twin daughters of different mothers. 
of all- Here's looking up your kilt!! 
Signed - The filler 
Walrus: 
Good Luck Saturday! 
ra 
r-''''''''"''~'''"''''''"'-'~~,,,, I · I I ATTENTION~ 
ADMilNJIS1rRATJION, 1FACUIL1fir 
&STUDENT§ 
AN OUTRAGEOUS OlFIFJER ii 
0bt Ntur !Ork <!iimts 
ns Available B~ Subscri~tion throqgh the 
Bookstore JForr (15 ~/ day J thats (5U¾) OFF 
1flm<e NEWSTAND PRICE 
*IFor more information contact 
Mary Cutler or Ellan Jones 
inn the College Bookstore 
Happy Birthday! 
Love Terry 
Hirupalnc. 
Celabrate in the Gardens(! It's great 
to be back · 
ra 
I 
The new waiting list sign-ups Is 
scheduled for Monday 9/28 lo the 
Housing Office. Sign-ups ·will begin at 
8:30 and will be based on class, first-
come, first-serve basis. 
, 
The triples list Is posted In lhe 
Housing Office. It notes the order in 
which those students currently tripled 
will be de-tripled. · 
continued from page J 
*communications 
Her main concentration 1s m 
advertising and law. Here at 
I<:; · she tea.ch es Broadcast 
Regulations. 
Mahoney commented on the 
strong support and · various 
resources in the com-
munications department. The. 
· availability of guest speakers is 
a useful concept for her 
classes. 
She. finds her new students 
exciting and willing to par-
ticipate. Mahoney said, "The 
students are not afraid to ex-
press their opinions and they 
are very articulate." 
Dr. Ben Crane, from 
-. University of Minnes.ota, is a 
generalist in communications 
and·has a variety of experience 
in all aspects of the media. 
Some of these experiences in-
clude working on tbe Apollo 
project for Nassau, acting, 
and script writing for a 
Hollywood television series. 
· Crane's specialty is audio 
and he has an interest in 
developing an audio produc-
tion sequence in his research 
methods course. He also in-
- structs Media -Writing and 
Mass ~edia (National) Cour-
ses. 
Dr. Crane received his PhD 
in communications from 
University of· Wisconsin .-
Madison. -
from stadiums · and ,-·" 
auditoriums. \) 
Howard Cognan has been a ~ 
residen_t, of Ithaca for forty~ ... 1.1 
one years. . Howard Cognan 
Associates, on 222 South 
Albany Street, is his adver-
tising agency which he started 
twenty-eight years ago. 
Cognan instructed an AD 
Lab course last semester in 
which fifteen seniors 
developed an ad campaign for f::
1 
.· 
Cours Beer. The class pi'esen- , 
ted the campaign at the 
National Student Advertising 
Federation. They did an ex-
cellent job in the competition 1 ·' 
and placed high in the district 
Np. 2 regionals. 
Cogrran received his un-
dergrad. and graduate degree 
from·Cornell University. 
In the cinema department of 
the communications school. 
Patty Zimmermann instruct, 
non fiction film documentan 
and film production. Zim-
mermann team-teaches with 
Skip Landen an~ she coq_cen-
trates on analyzing the 
historical and cultural 
methods in the media. 
immermann feels "th, 
cinema students are en-
thusiastic pe0ple who let Joos.: 1 
their. creative activity in film 
production." 
_ Also joining the com- t 
munications staff is Franh t 
Tomasulo, cinema, .uid Dr. 
Charles V~nce, .. educational 
communications. , . 
Lastly, Dr,-- Theodore 
Nielsen is instructing eleven 
students in an' advanced 
television workshop. In thi, 
workshop·- the students.,._will 
- make three video-tapes for the 
Office of Admissions and 
Alumni Relations. 
or: Nielsen is an artist in 
residence ~nd will be at IC for 
the semester. 
.*Workshop continuedfromixige6 
exchange student who .curren- master classes, will hold a final 
'tly resides in-Aurora. presentation in the Arena 
.The first discussion will deal Theatre at Dillingham at I :30 
with the African family_ and and 4:00 p.m. 
community network. Ori the If there are any questions 
29th, the topic will focus on about the programs -offered, 
the political issues· · surroun- Eugenia ' Hoeflin · ·and Jodi 
ding Africa, today. Both will Walker are available to be of 
be held in F21Q_and are free assistance. · Hoeflin can be 
· and-open to the public. · contacted through the Theatre 
Also, October. 4th; Ab- Arts· 9ept., ·-and ',Walker 
dullah with the students in his through the Sociology_clept. 
